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ZHAOJUN LI
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ABSTRACT
The development of polymer semiconductors has become an important topic due to its advantages of
low cost, easy fabrication, light weight, and capability to fabricate flexible large-area devices. For
example, as the need for new clean energy sources is increasing, polymer solar cells (PSCs) are being
developed rapidly and becoming a promising alternative to silicon solar cells. This thesis focuses on
the applications of polymer semiconductors in two active fields of polymeric optoelectronics: PSCs and
polymer photodetectors (PPDs). Heretofore, PSCs and PPDs were fabricated commonly using a blend
of a conjugated polymer and a fullerene derivative as the active layer. Despite the wide use of fullerene
derivatives, their limitations such as low absorption, morphological instability, and high costs, created
a strong need to develop new acceptor materials. Therefore, all-polymer solar cells (all-PSCs) and allpolymer photodetectors (all-PPDs) based on a blend of conjugated polymers acting as both electron
donor and acceptor are being actively pursued.
We have made concerted efforts to prepare high-performance all-PSCs and all-PPDs, by specifically
modifying the acceptor molecular structure, and rationally choosing suitable donor and acceptor
combinations. This aspect of our work had two main facets:
o Material synthesis: the design, synthesis and characterization of novel acceptor polymers.
o Device engineering: the fabrication, optimization and characterization of all-PSCs and all-PPDs.
Our efforts in the design of novel acceptor polymers focused on crystallinity and energy level
engineering via structural modifications like backbone and sidechain modulation. Also, a
comprehensive comparison of the characteristic functional properties of acceptor polymers was
undertaken. Binary devices using donor and acceptor polymers with complementary absorption or
suitable energy level offset, and ternary devices were studied to further improve the performance of allPSCs. High efficiencies of 8.0% and 9.0% are achieved for binary all-PSCs and ternary all-PSCs,
respectively. Additionally, high-performance all-PPDs exhibiting low dark current density (Jd) and high
responsivity (R) under -5 V bias were demonstrated. Based on the results presented herein, we are now
moving closer to understanding the correlation between the polymer structure, blend morphology, and
device performance. This thesis also provides a guideline for developing all-PSCs and all-PPDs with
improved performance.
Keywords: conjugated polymers, all polymer solar cells, all polymer photodetectors, morphology,
charge recombination
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1 Introduction

Knowledge of the relation between light and electricity has existed since the eighteenth century.
However, widespread use of the interaction of light with electricity has become practical only within
the last few decades, primarily due to the development of advanced semiconductor materials
technology.[1] Since the climate change associated with the use of fossil fuels and the looming
worldwide energy crisis has spurred the investment in renewable energy harvesting, the development
of solar cells (SCs) has gained a lot of attraction. Hardly surprising, since the Sun is the most abundant
energy source.[2] Moreover, as the need of light detection applications, such as optical measurements,
sensing (remote control, biology and environmental monitoring), and imaging (digital cameras) is
increasing in our technological society, research towards the development of photodetectors (PDs) is
also increasing .[3]
Compared to inorganic semiconductor materials like silicone, polymer semiconductors bear the
potential to develop a long-term technology that is economically viable for large-area production. The
desired flexibility of polymeric materials also provides the possibility of using flexible plastic substrates
in an easily scalable high-speed printing process.[4] Polymeric materials can possess an extremely high
optical absorption coefficient (α), which offers the possibility of very thin SC production.[5] Moreover,
the low processing temperature and thin device structure can further reduce the cost of semiconductor
devices, resulting in a much shorter energy pay-back time.[6] As the need of novel clean energy sources
is increasing, polymer solar cells (PSCs) are developing rapidly and becoming a promising alternative
to silicon solar cells. The power conversion efficiency (PCE) of the single junction PSCs has reached
11%-13%.[7] Polymeric semiconductors are also very appealing for light detection applications as their
spectral sensitivity can be tuned panchromatic or selective to specific wavelength in the region from
UV to near infrared (NIR) light, and considerable improvements have been achieved in polymer
photodetectors (PPDs).[8] Notably, the progress in PPDs is strongly coupled to the development in PSCs
field, particularly in the use of new active layer materials and device structures.[9]

1.1 A Brief Overview of Semiconducting Polymers
A semiconducting material has an electrical conductivity value falling between that of a conductor, such
as copper and gold, and an insulator, such as glass. Traditionally, polymers are considered as insulators.
However, in 1977, Heeger et al. reported a tremendous increase in the conductivity of polyacetylene
(Scheme 2.1) by doping the polymer with iodine.[10] This discovery changed the traditional concept,
and Heeger was one of the recipients of the 2000 Nobel Prize in Chemistry for this achievement. Since
then, the research in the field of conjugated semiconducting polymers has grown considerably. A
conjugated polymer is a macromolecule with the main chain consisting of a sequence of conjugated
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double or triple bonds.[11] Electron delocalization along the conjugated backbone is responsible for the
semiconducting property of these materials. Some examples of conjugated polymer structures are
illustrated in Figure 1.1.
Conjugated polymers combine the optoelectronic properties of conventional semiconductors with the
excellent mechanical and processing properties of “plastic” materials. Additionally, they possess an
unprecedented flexibility in their syntheses, allowing for alteration of a wide range of properties, such
as electronic energy bandgap (Eg), molecular orbital energy level as well as structural properties.
However, conjugated polymers bear low dielectric constants (εr), compared to inorganic
semiconducting materials, leading to increased charge recombination and energy loss. Moreover, an
electron-withdrawing material working as electron acceptor is required in PSC and PPD devices to
facilitate the generation of photocurrent, which further complicates the process. The structural aspects
of conjugated polymers are described in Chapter 2, and detailed working mechanism of PSCs and PPDs
is presented in Chapter 3.

Figure 1.1 Examples of classic conjugated conducting polymer chemical structures.

1.2 A Brief Overview of All-Polymer Solar Cells and Photodetectors
Among the various types of PSCs and PPDs, the most widely studied devices consist of a bulk
heterojunction (BHJ) structure, in which a conjugated donor polymer is mixed with a fullerene
derivative such as [6,6]-phenyl-C71-butyric acid methyl ester (PC71BM). Despite the attractive
properties of fullerene derivatives in PSCs and PPDs, their limitations such as low absorption,
morphological instability, and high costs necessitate the development of alternative acceptors to
overcome some of the disadvantages. Hence, there is a growing interest in the design of polymer
acceptors for high-performance all-polymer solar cells (all-PSCs) and all-polymer photodetectors (allPPDs). The flexible molecular design of not only donor polymers, but also the acceptor polymers
provide an extensive scope for tuning the optical, electronic, morphological, and mechanical properties
of the resulting devices.[12] For instance, conjugated polymers tend to harvest more photons as they
exhibit higher α values in the visible and NIR spectral regions compared to PC71BM.[13] Also, the Eg of
acceptor polymers can readily be tuned using the alternating donor-acceptor (D-A) approach with
different combinations of monomers, which is successfully used to control the Eg of donor polymers.[14]
Finally, the mechanical robustness of polymers is extremely beneficial for realizing flexible PSCs and
PPDs with high stabilities.[15]

2
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However, all-PSCs and all-PPDs often suffer from increased charge recombination, induced by
suboptimal morphology with large phase separation (Details on morphology engineering are presented
in Chapter 3). Thus, the overall performances of all-PSCs and all-PPDs are still lower than any of their
commercially available inorganic competitors, which is one of the primary challenges hindering their
commercial application.

1.3 Aim and Outline of the Thesis
As mentioned above, the low efficiency of all-PSCs and all-PPDs is one of the primary challenges and
it is mainly limited by charge recombination due to suboptimal morphologies. Therefore, the aim of
this thesis is to address approaches towards high-performance all-PSCs and all-PPDs, especially by
modifying the acceptor molecular structure, and rationally choosing a suitable donor and acceptor
combination. The research work addresses two aspects: acceptor polymer synthesis and device
engineering. Overall, the focus is on understanding the subtle interplay between acceptor molecular
structure, morphology and device performance.
Since the naphthalene diimide (NDI)-based acceptor polymers have been the most popular acceptors in
all-PSCs, the first research question is then: How to further improve the performance of all-PSCs using
NDI-based acceptor polymers? This question is related to three hypotheses:
1. By incorporating flexible units in the acceptor polymer backbone, the crystallinity can be tuned,
which will have a direct effect on the morphology of the targeted donor:acceptor (D:A) blend. As
such, the blend morphology can then be optimized, leading to improved performance of all-PSCs.
2. By utilizing properly matched donor and acceptor polymers, the absorption spectra can be
broadened or the open-circuit voltage can be modified, further improving the performance of the allPSCs in the optimal morphology condition.
3. Good miscibility with nano-scale phase separation can be achieved in ternary systems by choosing
suitable donor and acceptor polymers, in combination with proper device engineering. As such,
ternary blends incorporating two donor polymers and one acceptor polymer with complementary
absorption can overcome the absorption limit and boost the PCE of all-PSCs.
On the other hand, NDI-based acceptors bear intrinsic drawbacks like low absorption coefficient and
low-lying LUMO level. The second related research question is: Is there any other promising acceptor
building block except NDI, which can further boost the performance of all-PSCs? The hypothesis is
that:
4. Other electron-deficient units which have been successfully utilized in donor polymers can be
promising as building blocks for acceptors, featuring suitable LUMO levels and higher absorption
coefficients in comparison with NDI-based polymers.
The third research question is related to all-PPDs and is: Is it possible to reduce the dark current of allPPDs using NDI-based acceptor polymers while maintaining the high EQE achieved in all-PSCs? The
related hypothesis is:

3
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5. Decreasing the content of acceptor polymer can be an effective way to reduce the dark current
under the desired morphology condition without sacrificing the photoresponsivity.
Before delving into a discussion of the results achieved based on the above hypotheses, a detailed
introduction is given to conjugated polymers (Chapter 2), and all-PSCs and all-PPDs (Chapter 3). The
first three hypotheses are discussed in Chapter 4. Different approaches to achieve high-efficiency allPSCs are highlighted, including modulation of acceptor polymer crystallinity, matching energy levels
and absorption spectra of donor and acceptor materials, and the ternary approach. The detailed studies
are described in Paper I, III, IV, V and VI. The fourth hypothesis is addressed in Chapters 5 and 6.
Chapter 5 discusses the use of diketopyrrolopyrrole (DPP)- and isoindigo (IID)-based acceptor
polymers in all-PSCs, focusing on the study reported in Paper II. Some unpublished results are also
discussed in Chapter 5. In addition, the preliminary study of thiadiazoloquinoxaline (TDQ)-based
acceptor polymers in all-PSCs are discussed in Chapter 6. The final hypothesis is discussed in Chapter
7. The study and discussion about all-PPDs using NDI-based polymers as acceptors are based on Paper
VII. Chapter 8 summarizes the previous Chapters and brings up the major challenges all-PSCs and allPPDs face. For the interested readers, the relevant experimental methods are described in Chapter 9.
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2.1 Optical and Electrochemical Properties
The Eg of a molecule corresponds to the energy difference between the ionization potential (IP) and
electron affinity (EA), referring to the minimum energy required to create an electron-hole pair that is
not bound together. The optical energy bandgap (Egopt) of a molecule is defined as the energy of the
lowest electronic transition accessible via absorption of a single photon.[16] As the electron and hole
remain electrostatically bound to each other in the first excited state (S1), Egopt is generally lower than
Eg, and the difference between Eg and Egopt is defined as electron-hole pair binding energy (EB). The
relation between Eg, Egopt, EB, IP, and EA is schematically illustrated in Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1 Illustration of bandgap energies.
As shown in Figure 2.2, Egopt is experimentally estimated by the onset of the absorption spectra (λonset)
according to the following equation:[17]
ℎ×𝑐
1240
𝑜𝑝𝑡
(2.1)
𝐸𝑔 (eV) =
≈
𝜆𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑡 𝜆𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑡 (𝑛𝑚)
where h is the Plank constant (6.6×10-34 J s), and c is the speed of light (3.0×108 m s-1).
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Figure 2.2 Schematic representation of an absorption spectrum and the respective Egopt estimation.
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As EA and IP can be estimated from the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) and the highest
occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) energy levels, respectively, these energy levels can be calculated
from the reduction and oxidation potentials of the molecule, respectively. A molecule is oxidized if an
electron is removed, and if instead an electron is accepted, the molecule is reduced. The oxidation
potential (Eox) and reduction potential (Ered) of polymers can be measured by electrochemical techniques,
like cyclic voltammetry (CV) and square-wave voltammetry (SWV). CV measurements ideally yield
reversible or quasi-reversible redox profiles. Eox can then be determined from the average of the
oxidation peak value, while oxidizing the neutral molecule to the radical cation, and the consecutive
reduction peak value back to the neutral state. Ered is calculated in a similar manner from the reduction
peak and the consecutive oxidation peak. However, owing to the frequent irreversible reduction to
radical cations or oxidation to neutral states, Eox and Ered, for conjugated polymers, are usually taken
from the first oxidation peak onset and the first reduction peak onset, respectively, (Figure 2.3, bottom
profile).[18] In this, SWV was utilized to determine the Eox and Ered of conjugated polymers as it is more
sensitive and results in much clearer peaks in the voltammograms (Figure 2.3, top profile).[19]
Furthermore, the HOMO and LUMO levels need to be expressed in the absolute potential scale, i.e.,
with respect to the vacuum level. In our case, potentials were referenced to the ferrocenium/ferrocene
(Fc+/Fc) couple using Fc as an internal standard. The HOMO and LUMO levels were estimated from
the peak potentials by setting the oxidative peak potential of Fc/Fc+ vs. the normal hydrogen electrode
(NHE) to 0.63 V, and the NHE vs. the vacuum level to 4.5 V.[20] The energy levels, therefore, were
calculated according to the formula HOMO = −(Eox + 5.13) eV and LUMO = −(Ered + 5.13) eV.

Normalized Current (a.u.)

CV
SWV

IP ~ HOMO

EA ~ LUMO

removing electron

injecting electron
-1.0

-0.5

0.0

0.5

1.0

Potential vs. Fc/Fc+ (V)

Figure 2.3 Energy levels determined from CV and SWV measurements.

2.2 Molecular Design towards Energy Bandgap Control
There are two possible resonance structures for the ground state of the backbone of a polyaromatic
conjugated material, with nondegenerate energy: the aromatic form with confined π-electrons and the
quinoid form with delocalized π-electrons along the polymer chain. (Figure 2.4). The quinoid form is
energetically less stable compared to the aromatic form and has a smaller Eg owing to the destruction
of the aromaticity and consequent loss in the stabilization energy.[21] Overall, the Eg decreases linearly
as a function of the increasing quinoid state population. As demonstrated in Figure 2.4, a reduction of
6
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aromaticity in the conjugated polymer main chain offers a greater tendency to from the quinoid state
through π-electrons delocalization.

Figure 2.4 Aromatic and quinoid resonance forms for the ground state within nondegenerate energy.
Examples of effective methods towards controlling the Eg are described below:[22]
Fused Heterocycles:
The most effective way to increase the quinoid character of polythiophene is represented by
polyisothianphthene (PITN) (Figure 2.4).[23] Because of the larger aromatic resonance energy of
benzene compared to thiophene (T), the main chain of PITN tends to favor the quinoid state to maintain
the benzene aromaticity, which makes PITN the first well-known conjugated polymer with a narrow Eg
as low as 1 eV.[24]
Electron-donating or Electron-withdrawing Substituents:
The direct incorporation of electron-donating or electron-withdrawing groups in the polymer main chain
represents the most straight forward method to tune the Eg through either inductive or mesomeric effects.
In 1994, Bredas and Heeger reported that the electron-donating groups can up-shift the energy levels
with the HOMO level rising more than the LUMO level, while the electron-withdrawing groups can
down-shift the energy levels with the LUMO level declining more than the HOMO level.[25]
D-A Alternating Approach:
The most popular strategy to tune the Eg of conjugated polymers is to regularly alternate the donor and
acceptor units along the polymer backbone.[26] The push-pull driving force between the donor (D) and
acceptor (A) components facilitates the delocalization of electrons and the formation of quinoid
mesomeric structures (D-A ↔ D+-A-) over the polymer main chain. Additionally, as illustrated in Figure
2.5, new HOMO and LUMO levels of D-A copolymers are formed due to the hybridization of the
molecular orbitals between donor and acceptor units.[27] The redistribution of electrons results in a
higher-lying HOMO level and a lower-lying LUMO level, which leads to narrowed Eg and broadened
optical spectra. It is also worth noting that the magnitude of Eg reduction is strongly dependent on the
strength of donor and acceptor units embedded in the polymer backbone and a judicious choice of the
combination of donor and acceptor units is required to tune the Eg to the desired magnitude.[28]
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Figure 2.5 Illustration of energy level hybridization in D-A copolymers. D refers to donor unit and A
refers to acceptor unit.
Two-dimensional (2D) Effect:
Eg can also be tuned through enhancing the intermolecular charge transfer, which occurs as a result of
the overlapping of π electrons between the adjacent polymer backbones, known as π-π interaction.[29]
2D conjugated polymers are designed to increase π-π interactions. In 2006, Hou et al. reported that 2D
polythiophenes with conjugated side chains could lead to enhanced π-π interaction, resulting in a
broadened absorption spectrum.[30] Moreover, efficient intermolecular charge transfer can also result in
higher charge carrier mobility, which is of critical importance for PSCs and PPDs.

2.3 Synthesis of Conjugated Polymers
π-Conjugated polymers are synthesized mainly by metal catalyzed step-growth polycondensation and
chain growth polymerization reactions.[22a,31] The most popular synthetic routes to prepare conjugated
polymers are illustrated in Scheme 2.1. The nickel-mediated Yamamoto dehalogenation coupling
reactions are widely used for self-polymerization of single monomers.[32] Stille and Suzuki crosscoupling polycondensation reactions are the most widely used methods in laboratory scale synthesis of
alternating copolymers.[31c] The mechanisms are presented in detail in the following section, since either
Stille or Suzuki reactions have been employed to synthesize the conjugated acceptor polymers studied
in this thesis. An alternative to the Stille and Suzuki coupling reactions is a polycondensation reaction
via dehydrohalogenative cross-coupling, known as direct arylation. It has become as a promising
method for the synthesis of highly pure conjugated polymers.[33] In this reaction, organometallic
monomers are not required and the nonfunctionalized (hetero)arenes are coupled directly through C-H
bond cleavage.
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Scheme 2.1 Popular polymerization reactions

Except for the popular routes mentioned above, the nickel-catalyzed Kumada catalyst transfer
polycondensation (KCTP), also known as Grignard metathesis (GRIM) polymerization has been one of
the most convenient way in the preparation of head-to-tail (HT) coupled polythiophenes.[36] The
synthetic route is shown in Scheme 2.2. Two metalated regioisomers are obtained via a magnesium
exchange reaction, and the subsequent polymerization occurs instead of alkylation of the thiophene ring
in the presence of Ni-initiator.

Scheme 2.2 Synthesis of poly(3-hexylthiophene) via KCTP

Recently, nitroxide-mediated radical polymerization (NMRP) has also gained attraction as a metal
catalyst-free oxidative coupling reaction.[37] In this polymerization, the reactions are controlled by an
equilibrium between the propagating radicals by nitroxides and dormant species by the formation of
alkoxyamines (Scheme 2.3).

Scheme 2.3 General mechanism of NMRP

2.3.1 Stille and Suzuki Reactions
The Stille and Suzuki cross-coupling reactions are quite similar and both use a palladium catalyst. The
catalytic cycle of the Stille and Suzuki reactions is shown in Figure 2.6. The cycle starts with an
oxidative addition of the aryl-halide to the Pd catalyst. A transmetallation reaction introduces the other
coupling partner to the palladium center. The coupling is completed through a reductive elimination,
reforming the Pd(0) catalyst. The main difference is in the type of metallized coupling species used. A
9
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stannyl-compound is employed as one coupling partner in Stille coupling reaction, while the Suzuki
reaction uses a boronic acid derivative (Scheme 2.1). The other coupling partner is generally an alkenyl
or aryl halide.[34] Additionally, the Suzuki reaction takes place in the presence of a base.[35] It was
reported that the base has three roles in the reaction mechanism for Suzuki coupling reaction: formation
of the palladium complex, formation of the trialkyl borate and acceleration of the reductive elimination
step.[35] It is noteworthy that Stille coupling is more suitable for thienyl stannanes as monomers, while
aryl stannanes generally give poor reactivity. The Suzuki coupling is more widely utilized to prepare
alternating polymers starting from monomers containing boronic groups on the benzene ring.

Figure 2.6 Catalytic cycle of the palladium catalyzed Stille and Suzuki reactions
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3 All-Polymer Solar Cells and
Photodetectors

3.1 Working Principle and Device Structures
The process of converting light into photocurrent (Iph) within PSCs and PPDs without bias voltage is
shown in Figure 3.1. There are four main steps in this process: (a) optical absorption and exciton
formation. Upon absorption of a photon by the active layer, an electron is photoexcited, leading to the
formation of a tightly bound electron-hole pair (exciton). (b) The exciton can diffuse towards the D:A
interface, then (c) the exciton dissociates first into a weakly bound charge-transfer (CT) state at the
interface, and into free charge carriers. The exciton separation (charge generation) is driven by the
difference between the respective donor and acceptor LUMO levels, which normally is required to be
around 0.3 eV.[36] However, recent results have highlighted systems that achieve high-performance with
negligible driving force.[37] (d) The free charge carriers then drift towards the electrodes and are
extracted at the respective electrodes generating electrical current.[38]

Figure 3.1 Left: simplified illustration of the working principle of PSCs and PPDs without bias
voltage. Right: simplified illustration of the geminate and nongeminate recombination mechanisms.
The two most encountered nongeminate recombination mechanisms: bimolecular and trap-assisted
recombination.
Compared to PSCs, the target of PPDs is to deliver a Iph signal, rather than an electric power to a load.
Thus, PPDs can operate under reverse external voltage in order to enhance charge carrier
photogeneration, collection and shorten device response time.[39]
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Figure 3.2 shows the working principle of PPDs at forward injection mode in the dark and charge
collection mode under illumination. Ohmic contacts need to be formed between the photoactive layer
and the electrodes to constitute Schottky diodes. Under reverse bias (Figure 3.2 b), electron injection
takes place from the anode to the LUMO of the acceptor polymer, resulting in large Schottky barriers
(φB) at the two electrode sides, which leads to asymmetry in the current densityvoltage (JV)
characteristics with low dark current (Id).

Figure 3.2 Illustration of the working principle in PPDs: (a) at forward injection mode (in the dark)
and (b) charge collection mode (under illumination). V is applied voltage, Vbi is the built-in voltage,
Iph is the photo-generated current, and Id is the dark current.
In 1986, Tang introduced the bilayer junction concept into organic solar cells (OSCs), bringing an
electron donor material (phthalocyanine dye) and an electron acceptor material (perylene
tetracarboxylic derivative) together as active layer and achieved ~1% PCE. This pioneering experiment
marks the starting point of modern OSCs.[40] In 1993, the first bilayer PSC was reported by N. S.
Sariciftci et al. using poly[2-methoxy-5-(2-ethylhexyloxy)-1,4-phenylenevinylene] (MEH-PPV) and
C60 as active layer.[41] As the exciton diffusion length (LD) in polymer semiconductors is typically 1-10
nm,[42] only material within a few nanometers of the bilayer interface can generate photo-induced
charges efficiently. As seen in Figure 3.3 a, the D:A interface is too far away from the molecule where
the photo-excitation occurs. To circumvent this problem, the BHJ concept was developed by simply
blending the electron donor and acceptor materials (Figure 3.3 b), with the possibility of forming a
bicontinuous interpenetrating network of the individual donor and acceptor materials for effective
charge generation and charge transport.[43] Thus, controlling the morphology of the active layer has
become crucially important, which will be discussed in Section 3.7 in detail. It is also important to note
that Figure 3.3 b is a simplified illustration, and generally there are no pure phases except within the
crystals. Today, BHJ is the dominant active layer geometry in PSCs and PPDs, and devices studied in
this thesis are also based on the BHJ concept.
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Figure 3.3 Simplified schematic of (a) bilayer junction and (b) BHJ active layer morphology. (Neither
phase is necessarily pure, it may contain a certain amount of the second (donor or acceptor) material)
All-PSC and all-PPD devices fabricated in the laboratory typically comprise a glass substrate with a
layer of semitransparent conducting indium tin oxide (ITO) as the bottom electrode, a carrier selecting
layer, an active layer, a second carrier selecting layer and an evaporated metal as the top electrode.
Depending on the polarity of the bottom electrode, the device structures can be divided into two
different categories: conventional and inverted. The two different device structures adopted in this thesis
are shown in Figure 3.4.
(b)

(a)

LiF/Al

MoO3/Ag

Active layer

Active layer

PEDOT:PSS
Glass/ITO

ZnO
Glass/ITO

Figure 3.4 Schematic of (a) conventional and (b) inverted device structures adopted in this thesis.

3.2 Figures of Merit
3.2.1 Figures of merit for PSCs
To evaluate PSCs in the laboratory, the device is normally illuminated on the bottom electrode under a
solar simulator lamp with a standard AM 1.5G solar irradiance spectrum (Figure 3.5). AM 1.5G refers
to the spectral irradiance on the earth surface at 48.2˚ relative to the Earth’s normal for direct sunlight
together with the scattered contribution from atmosphere integrated over a hemisphere, which is defined
by the American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM International Standard). Under this
condition, one sun is defined to be equal to 100 mW/cm2. The Shockley-Queisser efficiency limit under
AM 1.5G radiation spectrum is shown in Figure 3.5.[44] The Shockley-Queisser limit describes the
maximum theoretical efficiency of an ideal p-n junction SC, which was originally presented by
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Figure 3.5 Schematic representation of AM 1.5G spectral irradiance and the Shockley-Queisser limit
for AM 1.5G.
Upon illumination, the Iph is recorded and normalized with respect to the device area to give a J.
Furthermore, the applied voltage is varied to yield a JV dependence, and upon plotting the JV curve
(Figure 3.6 a), different performance characteristics can be extracted:
Short circuit current density (Jsc) is the maximum current density attainable when the voltage across
the device is zero whilst the solar cell is illuminated. There are different factors that affect the Jsc such
as the level of illumination, efficiency of charge generation, efficiency of charge collection and photon
absorption.[46]
Open-circuit voltage (Voc) is the voltage obtained when the current across the device is zero. The Voc
depends on many factors, such as the energy difference between the HOMO of the donor and the LUMO
of the acceptor and the binding energy of the CT state:
𝑉𝑜𝑐 =

𝐴
𝐷
𝐸𝐿𝑈𝑀𝑂
− 𝐸𝐻𝑂𝑀𝑂
− 𝐸𝐵
−𝐶
𝑞

(3.1)

𝐴
𝐷
where 𝐸𝐿𝑈𝑀𝑂
is the LUMO energy level of the acceptor, 𝐸𝐻𝑂𝑀𝑂
is the HOMO energy level of the donor,

𝐸𝐵 is the exciton binding energy, q is the elementary charge of the electron (1.6×10-19 C), and C is a
constant related to illumination and temperature.[47]
Fill factor (FF) is the measure of squareness of the JV curve (Figure 3.6 a) and is governed by the
competition between charge recombination and extraction.[48] It is defined as the ratio between the
obtained maximum power output (Pmax) and the theoretical power output:
P𝑚𝑎𝑥
J𝑚𝑎𝑥 V𝑚𝑎𝑥
(3.2)
𝐹𝐹 =
=
J𝑠𝑐 Voc
J𝑠𝑐 Voc
where Jmax and Vmax are the J and V at the maximum power point.
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PCE is defined as the ratio of Pmax and input power of the incident light (Pin), which is the most common
figure of merit used to compare SCs and is given by
𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝐹𝐹𝐽𝑠𝑐 𝑉𝑜𝑐
(3.3)
𝑃𝐶𝐸 =
=
𝑃𝑖𝑛
𝑃𝑖𝑛
As shown in Equation 3.3, three characteristics Voc, Jsc, and FF should be modulated to increase the
PCE. The corresponding approaches are elucidated in Chapter 4. Besides the figures of merit introduced
above, which can be attained from the JV curve, there are two more photovoltaic performance
characteristics frequently used:
External quantum efficiency (EQE) (also known as the incidence photon-to-electron conversion
efficiency (IPCE)) is a spectral quantity and is defined as the number of charges collected at the
electrodes (Nelout) divided by the number of incident photons (Nphin) at a particular wavelength λ:
𝑜𝑢𝑡 (𝜆)
𝑁𝑒𝑙
(3.4)
𝐸𝑄𝐸(𝜆) = 𝑖𝑛
𝑁𝑝ℎ (𝜆)
EQE is impacted by photon absorption and exciton generation (ηA), exciton diffusion (ηD), exciton
dissociation by charge transfer (ηCT), and charge carrier collection (ηCC). Moreover, it can be related to
the Jsc under the AM 1.5G illumination via
𝐸𝑄𝐸

𝐽𝑠𝑐

= ∫ 𝜑𝑝 (𝜆) 𝐸𝑄𝐸(𝜆)𝑑(𝜆)

(3.5)

where 𝜑𝑝 (𝜆) is the photon flux of AM1.5 solar radiation.
Internal quantum efficiency (IQE) is also a spectral quantity and is defined as the ratio between (Nelout)
and
the
number
of
absorbed
photons
in
the
active
layer
(Nphabs):
𝐼𝑄𝐸(𝜆) =

𝑜𝑢𝑡 (𝜆)
𝑁𝑒𝑙
𝑎𝑏𝑠 (𝜆)
𝑁𝑝ℎ

(3.6)

The detailed simulation of the absorptance of the photons in the active layer can be found in Chapter 9.
If all photons absorbed by the active layer can be converted to photocurrent (IQE is 100%), the
theoretical maximum photocurrent density (Jtmax) of the all-PSCs can be calculated via integrating the
simulated absorptance of the photons in the active layer with the AM 1.5G spectrum.
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Figure 3.6 Schematic of (a) linear and (b) semi-logarithmic JV curves under illumination and in the
dark.

3.2.2 Figures of merit for PPDs
Although PSCs and PPDs are structurally similar, their figures of merit are quite different. Figure 3.6 a
shows JV characteristic plotted in the linear scale which reveals the interesting features of PSCs, while
Figure 3.6 b illustrates the JV curve plotted in the logarithmic scale which is relevant for PPDs. The
latter highlights the accurate value of dark current density (Jd) and the nature of a Schottky diode.
The prerequisites for high-performance PPDs are the attainment of low Jd and high EQE at a high
negative bias voltage.[49] The dark current should be minimized in order to improve fundamental aspects
like the effectiveness of signal detection and power consumption. Other figures of merit are listed as
follows:
Responsivity (R), which is essentially the ratio between the output current and the input light power, is
expressed as
𝐽𝑝ℎ (𝜆) 𝐸𝑄𝐸(𝜆)𝑞
(3.7)
𝑅(𝜆) =
=
𝐼(𝜆)
ℎ𝜈
where Jph(λ) is the photocurrent density, I(λ) is the incident light intensity, and ν is the frequency of
light.
Noise equivalent power (NEP) is the lowest light power needed to distinguish Iph from the noise current,
i.e., the input optical power at signal/noise ratio (S/N) equals 1. The NEP of a PPD can be given by the
expression:
𝑖𝑛
(3.8)
𝑁𝐸𝑃 =
𝑅
where in is the root mean square noise current.
There are three main contributions to the total noise, including shot noise from fluctuation of charge
carries, thermal noise (Johnson noise) and flicker noise. The shot noise and thermal noise are white
noise, i.e., frequency-independent, while the flicker noise is inversely proportional to the frequency.[50]
In the case of PPDs in which reverse bias is applied, the shot noise from the dark current is commonly
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postulated to be the dominant contribution.[9c,51] The in generated from dark current can then be
described as
𝑖𝑛 = √2𝑞𝐽𝑑 ∆𝑓

(3.9)

where ∆𝑓 is the signal bandwidth.
The reciprocal of the NEP is referred to as the detectivity (D) of the device. The specific detectivity (D*)
is introduced to be able to compare the performance of different PPDs with different active areas and
working bandwidth, which is a normalization of D with respect of ∆𝑓 and A. It is expressed as
𝐷∗ =

𝑅
√𝐴∆𝑓
=
𝑁𝐸𝑃
√2𝑞I𝑑

(3.10)

The unit of D* is cm Hz1/2 W-1 or Jones, A is the effective area under illumination, Jd is the dark current
density in A cm-2, and the unit of R is A W-1. Clearly, D* is proportional to R and inversely proportional
to the square root of Jd. Therefore, reducing dark current while simultaneously maintaining high EQE
is essential for achieving a high signal to noise ratio in PPDs.

3.3 Development of All-PSCs
The pioneering work on all-PSCs reported in 1995 employed poly[2-methoxy-5-(2’-ethyl)-hexyloxyp-phenylenevinylene] (MEH-PPV) and cyano-substituted phenylenevinylene (CN-PPV) as active layer,
and resulted in 0.9% PCE.[43a] In the earliest development stage, CN-PPV, fluorene and
benzothiadiazole (BT)-based conjugated polymers were the most widely used acceptor polymers.[52]
High value of Voc were often observed due to their relatively shallow LUMO energy levels. However,
the Jsc and FF were low, because of the relatively low electron mobility (μe) and limited absorption of
visible wavelengths. Consequently, the PCEs of all-PSCs remained at around 2% for a long period of
time.[53] Later on, NDI and perylene diimide (PDI) were adopted as building blocks in acceptor polymers,
because of their suitable energy levels and high electron mobilities.[15,54] In 2014, naphtho[2,3-b:6,7b']dithiophene-4,5,9,10-diimide (NDTI) was utilized in all-PSCs as a promising acceptor building block
as it exhibited bathochromic absorption and high charge carrier mobilities.[55] Other promising
backbone candidates for acceptor polymers like B←N-bridged bipyridine (BNBP) unit,[56] DPP unit,[57]
3,4-difluorothiophene ([2F]T) unit,[58] indacenodithiophene (IDT),[59] and bithiophene imide (BTI)
unit[60] have also been developed. The photovoltaic parameters of reported high-performance all-PSCs
based on representative acceptor polymers are listed in Table 3.1 and the corresponding donor and
acceptor chemical structures are listed in Figure 3.7.
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Table 3.1 Photovoltaic parameters of reported representative all-PSCs
D:A
(w:w)
POPT:CNPPV
(NA)
P3HT:PF12TBT
(1:1)
PTB7-Th:PDI-V
(1:1)
BDDT:PNDTI-DTT
(1.5:1)
PTB7-Th:P-BNBP-fBT
(1:1)
P3HT:PDPP2TzT
(2:1)
PTBFTAZ:PIID[2F]T2BO/2HD
(1:1)
PBDB-T:PZ1
(1.5:1)
PTB7-Th:f-BTI2-FT
(1:2)
PTzBI-Si:N2200
(2:1)
a

Voc
(V)

Jsc
(mA/cm2)

FF

PCE
(%)

Device
Type

da
(nm)

Ref.

1.06

5.44

0.35

2

Normal

NA

[52a]

1.26

3.88

0.55

2.7

Normal

60

[52b]

0.75

16.10

0.64

7.6

Inverted

120

[54b]

0.69

13.68

0.59

5.6

Normal

NA

[55b]

1.07

12.69

0.47

6.3

Normal

110

[56a]

0.64

7.8

0.61

3

Inverted

115

[57a]

0.97

13.2

0.55

7.3

Inverted

85

[58b]

0.83

16.05

0.69

9.2

Normal

105

[59]

1.04

11.55

0.57

6.9

Normal

NA

[60]

0.87

15.76

0.74

10.1

Normal

140

[61]

active layer film thickness
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Figure 3.7 Chemical structures of representative donor and acceptor polymers for all-PSCs in reported
literatures
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3.4 Development of All-PPDs
Compared to the extensive effort made on the development of high-performance all-PSCs, the research
on all-PPDs has been limited until recently. The first all-PPD was reported in 2009, employing poly(3hexylthiophene-2,5-diyl) (P3HT) as electron donor and poly([9,9-dioctylfluorene]-2,7-diyl-alt-[4,7bis(3-hexylthien-5-yl)-2,1,3-benzothiadiazole]-2,2,-diyl) (F8TBT) as acceptor.[62] The inferior
performance of this system in comparison with fullerene-based PPDs was mainly ascribed to the poor
active layer morphology and unfavorable energy levels. Later, NDI- and PDI-based acceptor polymers
were adopted in all-PPDs and D* of greater than 1012 Jones was achieved, which is close to that of
fullerene-based PPDs.[50a,63] For comparison, the characteristics of reported all-PPDs are listed in Table
3.2 and the structures of the acceptor polymers are given in Figure 3.8.
Table 3.2 Characteristic parameters of reported all-PPDs

a
b

EQEa
Jd
(%) (mA/cm2)

D:A
(w:w)

R
(A/W)

P3HT:F8TBT
(1:1)
P3HT:P2
(1:1)
PDPP:N2200
(1:1)
PDPP:PNDI-T50
(1:1)
PTB7-Th:PIID-NDI
(1:1)
PDTP-DPP:PNDI-DPP10
(1:1)
PTB7-Th:PNDI-5DD
(1:1)

0.1
(@-0.5V, 500nm)
NA
(@-5V, 600nm)
0.1
(@-2V, 850nm)
0.09
(@-0.1V, 900nm)
0.12
(@-1V, 730nm)
0.05
(@-0.1V, 900nm)
NA
(@-0.1V, 700nm)

20
1.6

NA
12.4
22

NA
30.6

4.0×10-6
(@-0.5V)
1.8×10-5
(@-0.1V)
1.5×10-6
(@-0.1V)
1.2×10-6
(@-0.1V)
7.5×10-5
(@-0.2V)
1.3×10-6
(@-0.1V)
1.2×10-7
(@-0.1V)

Measured at the same reverse voltage and wavelength as the R
Measured at the same reverse voltage as the Jd

20

D*b
(Jones)

d
Ref.
(nm)

NA

80

[62]

NA

120

[64]

180

[63a]

NA

[63b]

100

[65]

NA

[66]

101

[67]

3.4×1012
4.7×1012
0.6×1012
2.4×1012
3.0×1013
(@-0.1V)
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Figure 3.8 Chemical structures of acceptor polymers for all-PPDs in reported literatures

3.5 Charge Recombination
Charge carrier recombination is one of the key energy loss mechanisms in PSCs and PPDs. Due to the
relatively low dielectric constant, ɛr, of polymeric materials, the excited electron-hole pairs often
recombine back to the ground state in a process known as geminate recombination before they fully
dissociate into free charge carriers. It is driven by the Coulomb attraction between the geminate
electron-hole pair. After charge generation, free electrons and holes can encounter each other and
subsequently recombine back to the ground state in a process known as nongeminate recombination
(Figure 3.1).[68]

3.5.1 Geminate Recombination
The geminate recombination loss scales linearly with incident light intensity, I, and can be fielddependent.[69] It has been reported that the strength of the field dependence of geminate recombination
also varies between different active layers and processing conditions in fullerene-based PSCs.[70]
Whereas the high-performance fullerene-based PSCs with FF exceeding 0.65 usually exhibit little field
dependent geminate recombination loss.[71]
The geminate and total recombination losses can be estimated from the Jsc, saturated photocurrent
density (Jsat) and the theoretical maximum photocurrent density, Jtmax, of all-PSCs. The total
recombination efficiency (ηT) is then calculated by the equation:
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𝜂𝑇 = 1 −

𝐽𝑠𝑐
𝐽𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑥

The geminate recombination efficiency (ηGR) can be calculated by
𝐽𝑠𝑎𝑡
𝜂𝐺𝑅 = 1 −
𝐽𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑥

(3.11)

(3.12)

3.5.2 Non-geminate Recombination
Non-geminate recombination includes the recombination of a free electron and a free hole known as
bimolecular recombination and the recombination of a free electron (hole) and a trapped hole (electron)
known as trap-assisted recombination (Figure 3.1).
Bimolecular Recombination losses are the most commonly observed nongeminate recombination losses
in fullerene-based PSCs and PPDs and are widely accepted to be the main recombination channel in
BHJ PSCs.[72] The recombination rate (RBR) per volume is proportional to the product of the electron
and hole charge densities (n and p, respectively):[48]
(3.13)
𝑅𝐵𝑅 = 𝛾𝑝𝑟𝑒 𝑘𝐵𝑅 𝑛𝑝
where γpre is a dimensionless reduction prefactor, kBR is the classic Langevin recombination coefficient,
defined as kBR=q(μe+ μh)/ε0εr, ε0 is absolute dielectric constant of vacuum and εr is relative dielectric
constant of the blend. μe and μh are the electron and hole mobility, respectively. Since the reduction of
classical Langevin recombination has been observed experimentally in some all-polymer blends, the
Langevin expression is considered to be an upper limit for the bimolecular recombination losses.[73] As
both n and p depend on I, the recombination losses are nonlinear with respect to I.
The bimolecular recombination efficiency (ηBR) is often estimated by measuring the Jsc dependence of
I on a logarithmic scale. The slope (β) of the linear fitting for the logarithmic dependence of Jsc on I
gives an indication of the bimolecular recombination losses. Bimolecular recombination is thought to
be negligible at the short-circuit condition, if β is close to 1. However, Janssen et al. have demonstrated
that the I dependence method is not accurate enough, since the bimolecular recombination losses can
vary up to tens of percent under illumination while the Jsc versus I seemingly remains linear.
Additionally, the authors developed a more precise method to quantify bimolecular recombination
losses by comparing the EQE profiles with or without the illumination of bias light.[74] The illumination
of a bias light would increase the charge carrier density of the active layer and represent more actual
EQE response in the short-circuit condition. The average ratio of the EQEs measured with and without
bias light at different wavelengths can quantitatively reflect the bimolecular recombination losses. The
ηBR in the short-circuit condition is denoted by
𝐸𝑄𝐸𝑛𝑜𝑏𝑖𝑎𝑠
(3.14)
−1
𝐸𝑄𝐸𝑏𝑖𝑎𝑠
Note that ηBR only reflects the bimolecular recombination loss in the short-circuit condition, and it
gradually accumulates in the maximum power point of PSCs.[71]
𝜂𝐵𝑅 =
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Trap-assisted recombination is a first order process and the recombination rate (RT) is proportional to
the charge carrier density (RT ∝ p, in the case of an electron trap). If trap-assisted recombination loss is
dominant, an ideality factor (n) greater than unity is expected.[75] The ideality factor can be estimated
either in the dark (nd) or under illumination (ni). nd can be derived from dark JV curves and is easier
to obtain. However, it was reported that ni can be used as a more reliable tool to evaluate the presence
of trap-assisted recombination as nd is more impacted by the external series resistances and mainly
determined by the transport dominating carrier in the blend.[75-76] It is also worth noting that ni can be
smaller than unity originating from the presence of surface recombination at the active layer/contact
interface.[77]
nd can be determined from the slope of the exponential regime of dark JV curves on a semi-logarithmic
plot (Figure 3.6 b). Similarly, ni can be determined by measuring the slope of the dependence of Voc on
the logarithm of the I.[78] nd and ni are described by the following equations:
𝑞 𝑑𝑉
𝑛𝑑 =
(3.15)
𝑘𝑇 𝑑𝑙𝑛(𝐽𝑑 )
𝑞 𝑑𝑉𝑜𝑐
(3.16)
𝑛𝑖 =
𝑘𝑇 𝑑𝑙𝑛(𝐼)
where kT is the thermal energy.
For all-PSCs, geminate recombination has been identified as the limiting process.[79] However, there is
still lack of complete understanding of the dominant recombination losses in all-PSC systems.

3.6 Morphology Engineering
3.6.1 Desired Active Layer Morphology
Optimal morphology of the active layer blend is crucial to its photophysical properties. In the ideal case,
the donor and acceptor domains must have a characteristic spacing less than the diffusion length, LD, to
maximize charge generation via exciton dissociation. Concomitantly, these domains should be
interconnected allowing charge transport to the electrodes without dead-ends or isolated islands that
result in the build-up of space charges.[80]
Relevant for all-PSCs, the change in the Gibbs free energy (∆Gmix) while two polymers are mixed can
be calculated, according to the Flory-Huggins theory, the following equation:[81]
∆𝐺𝑚𝑖𝑥 𝜑𝐴
𝜑𝐵
(3.17)
=
ln(𝜑𝐴 ) +
ln(𝜑𝐵 ) + 𝜒𝜑𝐴 𝜑𝐵
𝑁𝑘𝐵 𝑇 𝑁𝐴
𝑁𝐴
where 𝜑𝐴 and 𝜑𝐵 are the volume fraction of polymer A and B, respectively; N is the total number of
monomeric units; NA and NB are the degree of polymerization of polymer A and B, respectively; 𝜒 is
the Flory-Huggins interaction parameter. The first two terms on the right side of equation (3.17)
represent the translational entropy (∆ST) and the last term represents the enthalpic component.
Thus, compared to small molecule mixtures, the ∆ST of polymers is reduced by a factor of N, reflecting
that monomers in the same polymer chain are connected and cannot be positioned independently.
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Because of the reduced entropic contribution to the Gibbs free energy by donor and acceptor polymers,
it is, in general, energetically favorable for each polymer to interact with its own kind while there is no
specific interaction between two different polymer species, resulting in large-scale phase separation and
limited exciton diffusion.[12]

3.6.2 Optimization of Active Layer Morphology
There are many factors that can influence the active layer morphology and they often operate
simultaneously in one active layer system. In general, the optimization determinants can be classified
in two aspects: a synthetic approach, specially of acceptor polymers, which is the focusing point of this
thesis, and a device engineering approach.
Synthetic Approach of Acceptor Polymers
Acceptor polymer main backbone modification: By modifying the acceptor polymer backbone, the
blend morphology can be optimized through tuning the crystallinity of the acceptor polymers. It is
speculated that with respect to a given donor polymer, there is an optimal crystallinity of acceptor
polymer that endows blend compatibility and boosts the performance of all-PSCs. Larger crystallite and
more ordered local structures may lead to enhanced carrier transport in polymer films but in turn result
in debilitating exciton dissociation efficiency. The tradeoff between carrier transfer and transport is
critical to the device performance. In 2015, Jenekhe et al. elucidated the effect of acceptor polymer
crystallinity on the performance of all-PSCs.[82] A series of NDI-selenophene (Se)/PDI-Se random
copolymers, whose crystallinity varied with composition, were investigated as acceptor polymers in allPSCs. With respect to the donor polymer PBDTTT-CT, the acceptor polymer with 30% PDI-Se leads
to the optimal blend morphology, balancing charge carrier mobilities, resulting in the highest PCE.
Later, Ma et al. further proposed that the crystallinity of the donor and acceptor should be similar to
form suitable phase separation.[83] They investigated all-PSCs based on the moderately crystalline donor
polymer PTP8, blended with acceptor polymers PNDI-2T, PNDI-Se and PNDI-2Se, respectively.
Compared to the more crystalline acceptor polymers PNDI-2T and PNDI-2Se, the acceptor polymer
PNDI-Se with similar crystallinity to the donor polymer resulted in an optimal blend morphology, with
the best performance of 6%. Recently, Chen et al. further attested to the validity of this crystallinity
control strategy through acceptor polymer backbone modification, specifically through random
copolymer design.[84]
Acceptor polymer side chain engineering: The side chains of conjugated polymers possess multiple
functions of modulating the properties of resultant conjugated polymers, including the ability to affect
molecular weight, self-assembly (intramolecular interactions), optoelectronic properties (light
absorptivity, charge transport behavior) and film morphology, which in turn, will significantly affect
the performance.[85] But compared to the extensive efforts spent on improving conjugated backbones,
the side chain engineering of n-type polymers has not been given due attention. In 2015, Kim et al.
emphasized the importance of engineering alkyl side chains of NDI-based acceptor polymers for
producing efficient all-PSCs. They demonstrated that the acceptor polymer PNDIT-HD with relatively
short 2-hexyldecyl (HD) side chains could form highly ordered, strong face-on interchain stacking,
showing better intermixed BHJ morphology in the PTB7-Th:PNDI-HD blend. This desirable film
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morphology led to PCE around 6% in the PTB7-Th:PNDI-HD all-PSC device, which was the record
value reported for all-PSCs at that time.[86] However, Jen et al. later observed the opposite trend to what
was described above for the short side chain-containing polymer. Thus, they reported that the acceptor
polymer P(NDI2OD-FT2) with longer alkyl side chain possessed highly crystalline nanostructures with
a preferential face-on orientation, forming desirable film morphology and 6.71% PCE in all-PSC
devices.[87] Recently, Kim et al. reported the effect of side chain engineering of acceptor polymers based
on phenylnaphthalenediimide (PNDI) building blocks. Interestingly, all-PSCs based on the acceptor
polymer with 2-butyloctyl (BO) side chains (medium-length alkyl chains) exhibited the highest PCE of
4.25%, benefiting from the well-mixed blend morphology.[88] Overall, these results showed that there
are still many unknown factors in determining chain packing of conjugated polymers.
Molecular weight effect: In fullerene-based PSCs, it is well-known that molecular weight exerts a
profound influence on macromolecular ordering, microstructure, optoelectronic and charge transport
characteristics, making it one of the key parameters governing device performance. Donor polymers
with higher molecular weights typically show higher degrees of ordering, resulting in enhanced light
absorption and μh, as well as higher Jsc and FF. In all-PSCs, there is a clear relationship between the
number-average molecular weight (Mn) and the crystalline behaviors of the polymers. There have been
studies which revealed that the performances of all-PSC devices could be improved by increasing the
molecular weight of the acceptor polymer.[89] Marks et al. reported that increasing the Mn values of both
semicrystalline donor and semicrystalline acceptor polymers simultaneously transformed the polymer
domains from relatively ordered, highly crystalline, and largely phase-separated to a relatively
disordered and amorphous morphology. The highest PCE was actually achieved for the donor and
acceptor blend with an intermediate Mn.[90] On the one hand, increasing the Mn of both polymers shrank
blend film domain sizes and enhanced donor-acceptor polymer-polymer interfacial areas, which
resulted in enhanced exciton dissociation, affording increased Jsc. On the other hand, random,
disordered blend morphology contributed to a high degree of recombination and lower FF. However,
they claimed that the performance of the all-PSC containing an amorphous donor polymer with medium
molecular weight was nearly constant, regardless of the molecular weight of the semicrystalline
acceptor, which is in stark contrast to their earlier findings for two semicrystalline polymers.[91]
Device Engineering Approach
During the fabrication of devices, the film morphology can be controlled by changing the film
processing parameters. However, it is also important to note that this promising strategy is more
empirical and can vary from case to case.
Processing solvents and additives: The kinetics of blend film formation can be controlled through
choice of proper processing solvents and additives to optimize the morphology. An intermediate state
of mixing can be frozen into the solid state if there is insufficient time for complete phase separation of
the polymer blend. Ito et al. reported that the use of the low boiling point solvent chloroform (CF) to
process the all-PSC device based on a semi-crystalline donor P3HT and an amorphous acceptor
PF12TBT could suppress the spontaneous growth of phase separation during the spin coating process,
leading to increased Jsc and overall performance.[92] Friend et al. demonstrated that the use of 425
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bromoanisole (BrAni) as an additive could facilitate the crystallization of P3HT, and improve the
morphology of the P3HT-containing blend, which resulted in enhanced performances of the all-PSCs.[93]
Furthermore, additives such as 1,8-diiodooctane (DIO),[94] diphenyl ether (DPE),[95] 1chloronaphthalene (CN),[96] and 6,6’-dithiopheneisoindigo (DTI)[97] were also shown to improve the
device performance with optimized blend morphology through modulating the aggregation of donor or
acceptor polymers in different active layer systems. In addition, Zhan et al. reported that the
performances of all-PSCs could be enhanced by the utilization of binary additives. In this scenario, the
non-volatile additive PDI-2DTT suppressed aggregation of the acceptor polymer, while DIO facilitated
crystallization of the donor polymer. Consequently, suitable phase separation, improved and balanced
charge carrier mobilities, and, therefore, boosted PCE could be achieved.[98] Recently, a new
pentafluorobenzene-based additive (FPE) was demonstrated to improve the performances of all-PSCs
by controlling the D:A interfacial morphology.[99] Overall, the role of the additive or a good processing
solvent is to provide better π-π packing of polymer chains as well as to achieve the required sizes of
polymer domains.[100]
Post-treatment of the active layer film: Post-treatments like thermal annealing and film aging provide
convenient means of tuning the donor or acceptor domain size. Previously, Ito et al. showed through
photoluminescence (PL) quenching measurements, that thermal annealing caused two-step structural
changes in P3HT:PF12TBT blend all-PSCs.[92] Thermal treatment below 120 ℃ induced homogeneity
between donor and acceptor in the mixed blend film, keeping the domain size close to LD. In this regime,
Jsc increased at elevated temperature, leading to improved PCE. While thermal treatment above 120 ℃
caused further growth of domain size beyond LD and a decrease in domain interface area, resulting in a
reduction in device performance. Later, thermal annealing and film aging were proven to be effective
in optimizing blend morphology and enhancing all-PSCs performance with improved charge carrier
mobilities.[101]

3.7 Active Layer Polymers Design Criteria
Overall, there are several key parameters for active layer polymers that need to be simultaneously
controlled to achieve high-performance all-PSCs:
o Reasonable solubility in organic solvents to ensure their solution-processability.
o Strong light absorption in the visible range and complementary absorption spectra between donor
and acceptor polymers to achieve optimal light harvesting and increased Iph.
o Suitable frontier energy levels to facilitate effective charge generation and increase Voc.
o High ɛr to lower exciton binding energies, hence mitigating geminate recombination.
o High μe to enhance the electron transporting property and facilitate extraction prior to recombination
and thus allow for thicker photovoltaic layers.
o Proper miscibility to form nanoscale phase-separated morphologies with bicontinuous pathways of
donor and acceptor polymer domains for efficient charge transport and collection.
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Naphthalene Diimide-based
Acceptor Polymers for All-PSCs

4.1 Background and Motivation
The most popular non-fullerene acceptor used in all-PSCs has been the naphthalene diimide (NDI)based polymer poly[[N,N'-bis(2-octyldodecyl)-naphthalene-1,4,5,8-bis(dicarboximide)-2,6-diyl]-alt5,5'-(2,2'- bithiophene)] with the commercial name N2200. It is popular because it displays high μe,
good solubility and strong absorption in the visible and NIR region.[61,89b,102] The PCE of PTB7Th:N2200 all-PSCs has been steadily improving, recently reaching 5.7%.[103] Moreover, the
development of wide bandgap donor polymers, which exhibit complementary absorption with N2200
has boosted the PCE of all-PSCs to 10%.[61,102b] Nonetheless, there is still room for further improvement
of the all-PSC performances through rational design of the structures of acceptor polymers and device
engineering. As mentioned in Section 3.2.1, the three characteristics Voc, Jsc, and FF should be
modulated to increase PCE:
o N2200 blends easily form big domains and large phase separation due to the high crystallinity of
N2200, which leads to increased charge recombination and limits the all-PSC performance.
Therefore, modifying the crystallinity of N2200 by incorporating flexible moieties in the backbone
may lead to suitable miscibility with donor polymers, increase the FF, and improve the all-PSC
performance.
o By utilizing properly matched donor and acceptor polymers, the absorption spectra can be broadened,
which can further increase the Jsc, and improve the performance of all-PSCs in the optimal
morphology condition.
o Since the LUMO level of N2200 is similar to that of PC71BM, further optimization is possible by
uplifting the LUMO level of N2200 and utilizing donor polymers with low-lying HOMO levels to
maximize the Voc.
o Ternary blends incorporating two donors and one acceptor (or one donor and two acceptors) have
been utilized as an effective strategy to improve the performance of fullerene-based PSCs. However,
there are few successful examples of ternary all-PSCs, since polymer blends tend to result in large
phase separation due to the reduced translational entropy as discussed in Section 3.6. Whereas, good
miscibility with nano-scale phase separation can be achieved in ternary systems by choosing suitable
donor and acceptor polymers, and proper device engineering. Complementary absorption in ternary
blends can overcome the absorption limit and boost the PCE of all-PSCs
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To address the above approaches, a series of NDI based acceptor polymers were synthesized. The
acceptor polymers were scrutinized with respect to crystallinity, absorption, and energy levels. These
properties were correlated to photovoltaic performance by studying film morphology, exciton
dissociation, charge transport processes and charge recombination.

4.2 Acceptor Polymers Synthesis and Characterization
The NDI-based acceptor polymers were all synthesized by Stille coupling polymerizations, and the
synthetic routes are shown in Scheme 4.1. The acceptor polymer PNDI-T was synthesized through
microwave-assisted Stille coupling reaction to increase the molecular weight, since the strong steric
hindrance between NDI and T units led to a smaller molecular weight when ordinary polymerization
procedures were employed. The random copolymer PNDI-Tx was synthesized by introducing different
amounts of single thiophene, T, units to replace the bithiophene (2T) units as electron-donating units in
the N2200 polymer backbone, where x stands for the molar percentage of T units relative to total donor
units. The random copolymers were expected to exhibit more flexible backbones and lower crystallinity
due to their reduced regularity in the main chains. The chemical structures of other donor and acceptor
polymers described in this chapter are illustrated in Scheme 4.2. Polymer PTB7-Th was purchased from
Solarmer Energy, Inc. Polymers PBDTT-FTAZ and PBDTTS-FTAZ were synthesized by Zewdneh
Genene, Addis Ababa University. The remaining polymers in Scheme 4.2 were synthesized by
Xiaofeng Xu, Chalmers.
The molecular weights and polydispersity indices (PDs) of the polymers, summarized in Table 4.1,
were measured via gel permeation chromatography (GPC) in 1,2,4-trichlorobenzene at 150 °C. Donor
polymers PBDTT-FTAZ, PBDT-TPD and PBDTS-TPD, and acceptor polymer PNDI-T displayed good
solubility in common organic solvents, like CF, chlorobenzene (CB), and o-dichlorobenzene (oDCB)
at room temperature, due to their relatively low molecular weights. Other polymers showed poor
solubility in CF, but were well-soluble in CB and oDCB at 70 ℃.
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Scheme 4.1 Synthetic routes of NDI-based acceptor polymers
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Scheme 4.2 Chemical structures of donor polymers and other acceptor polymers discribed in this
chapter. (Some atoms are marked in different colors to highlight the difference.)
The optical absorption properties of the donor and acceptor polymers were characterized via UV-visNIR absorption spectroscopy. The absorption maxima (λmax) and Egopt of all polymer thin films are
summarized in Table 4.1. Owing to the enhanced π–π stacking and intermolecular interactions in the
solid state, red-shifted absorption spectra were found for all the polymers in films as compared to the
spectra in solution. The NDI-based acceptor polymers showed two distinct absorption bands at 300–
400 nm and 500–700 nm, which arise from the π–π* manifold excitations and correspond to transitions
within local NDI and intramolecular charge transfer (ICT) characteristics.[104] The fluorinated polymer
F-N2200 displayed slightly blue-shifted absorption spectra compared to the non-fluorinated N2200 and
the λmax of the ICT π–π* bands for F-N2200 and N2200 were around 684 nm and 698 nm, respectively.
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Among the non-fluorinated acceptor polymers, increasing the fraction of T units in the polymer
backbone of NDI-based acceptor polymers resulted in a gradual blue shift of the λmax from 698 nm in
N2200 to 644 nm in PNDI-T50. The absorptions of the fluorinated acceptor polymers showed the same
trend. In addition, a red shift of the absorption maximum was observed, when the donor length of the
acceptor polymer was increased from one to two and to three T units.
The absorption spectra for the similar donor polymers PBDTT-FTAZ and PBDTTS-FTAZ presented
the same λmax at 598 nm. However, the donor polymer PBDTS-TPD exhibited a red-shifted and
broadened absorption spectrum as compared to the related PBDT-TPD. The difference is presumably
due to the promoted packing of polymer chains induced by the linear alkylthio side chains on PBDTSTPD.
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Table 4.1 Molecular weights and optical properties of the polymers

a

PD

λmaxd
(nm)

Egopt
(eV)

Tm
(°C)

Tc
(°C)

13.7

2.1

598

1.91

-

-

PBDTTS-FTAZ

22.6

3.2

598

1.94

-

-

PTB7-Tha

35.0

3.0

700

1.60

-

-

PTB7-Thc

45.7

2.2

700

1.60

-

-

PBDT-TPD

28.9

2.9

614

1.87

-

-

PBDTS-TPD

24

3.6

619

1.85

-

-

PNDI-T

43.6

1.8

600

1.83

240

222

PNDI-T50

41.9

3.1

644

1.60

227

206

PNDI-T20

67.7

5.0

680

1.56

266

236

PNDI-T10a

66.6

5.0

694

1.55

290

267

PNDI-T10b

41.9

2.8

694

1.55

-

-

PNDI-T10c

83.5

2.5

694

1.55

-

-

N2200

30.5

3.8

698

1.47

305

280

PNDI-3T

37.1

3.0

707

1.45

300

277

PNDI-F45T10

79.1

2.3

677

1.53

-

-

PNDI-FT50

84.7

2.1

626

1.60

-

-

PNDI-FT20

78.8

2.2

648

1.58

-

-

PNDI-FT10

58.6

2.2

679

1.57

-

-

PNDI-FT10c

60.2

2.3

679

1.57

-

-

F-N2200

51.6

1.9

684

1.55

-

-

Polymer

Mn
(kDa)

PBDTT-FTAZ

refers to the first batch used in paper I, II, III and IV. b refers to the batch used in paper VI. c refers to
the batch used in paper VII. d absorption maximum of the thin film.

The LUMO and HOMO energy levels of the donor and acceptor polymers are depicted in Figure 4.1.
The non-fluorinated NDI-based acceptor polymers showed similar LUMO levels around –4.05 eV,
which stems from the dominant contribution of the electron-withdrawing NDI units. Upon increasing
the donor length of the polymers from one to two, and to three T units, the LUMO level slightly
downshifted from -4.04 eV to -4.08 eV, while the HOMO level upshifted from -6.52 eV to -6.22 eV.
Consequently, the Eg decreased, in accordance with the narrowing of Egopt. The fluorinated polymers
exhibited low-lying LUMO levels compared to the corresponding non-fluorinated polymers, which can
be attributed to the strong electron-withdrawing property of fluorine.
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With regards to donor polymers, the HOMO level of PBDTTS-FTAZ was lowered by 0.2 eV compared
to that of PBDTT-FTAZ, presumably due to the less electron-donating effect of the alkylthio side chains
on the benzodithiophene (BDT) moiety. Although the inclusion of a sulfur atoms on the side chains of
the BDT unit can down-shift the HOMO level of the polymer, it was evidenced that the linear octylthiosubstituted BDT polymer had a slightly up-shifted HOMO level as compared to the branched 2ethylhexylthio-substituted analogue.[105] Thus, only a slight decrease in the HOMO level of PBDTSTPD was found compared to PBDT-TPD, which can be explained by the combined effects of the sulfur
atoms and linear octyl side chains.
-3.0
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-3.77

Acceptor

-3.84
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Figure 4.1 Energy level diagram of the polymers described in this chapter.
Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) was used to determine the solid-state thermal transitions of
donor and acceptor polymers. The donor polymers exhibited no clear thermal transitions along the
heating and cooling cycle, suggesting that they are mostly amorphous in the solid state. All nonfluorinated acceptor polymers presented a clear melting transition upon heating and a crystallization
transition upon cooling. The melting temperature (Tm) of N2200 was as high as 305.3 °C, indicating a
highly crystalline behavior. The DSC curves of non-fluorinated acceptor polymers are depicted in
Figure 4.2, and the thermal transition parameters are summarized in Table 4.1. Inclusion of single T
units in the backbone gradually reduced the Tm and crystallization temperature (Tc) of the polymers,
which indicates that the rigidity or chain stacking of the polymers is weakened due to increased
backbone disorder. In contrast, none of the fluorinated polymers presented detectable thermal
transitions in the temperature range of 0–320 °C.
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Figure 4.2 DSC thermograms of neat PNDI-T, N2200, PNDI-3T, and PNDI-Tx, measured with a scan
rate of 10 °C per min.

4.3 Results and Discussion on All-PSCs
In principle, donor and acceptor polymers with complementary absorption spectra (for high Jph), wellmatched energy levels (to enabling high Voc), desired polymer miscibility (for reduced charge
recombination and improved FF), and balanced charge transport can be realized through rational design,
which should lead to high PCEs for all-PSCs. In this section, four approaches, viz, crystallinity
modification of acceptor polymers, utilization of donor and acceptor polymers with complementary
absorption, energy levels modulation and ternary approach are discussed in detail.

4.3.1 Crystallinity Modification Approach to Improve the FF
The FFs of all-PSCs based on polymer:N2200 blends are often limited due to the suboptimal
morphology with large phase separation, which is caused by the high crystallinity of N2200. In
consequence, different solvents and post-treatment procedures are applied on different polymer:N2200
blends to optimize the nanostructure of the active layer and improve the all-PSC performance.[106] While
there are evidences that the incorporation of flexible moieties or different side chain modulation
techniques on NDI-based acceptor polymers can modify crystallinity and lead to suitable miscibility,
developing rational methods to better control the crystallinity of N2200 backbone may have a major
impact on the performance of the resulting all-PSC.[82,107] Therefore, the PNDI-Tx and PNDI-FTx series
were utilized as described in this Section to investigate the effect of acceptor polymer crystallinity on
the performances of all-PSCs. The results presented herein have been extractd from Paper I and Paper
VI.
The polymer PTB7-Th was selected as the electron donor material, since PTB7-Th:N2200 blend
showed very promising properties with high photovoltaic performance. Both conventional and inverted
all-PSCs were fabricated to evaluate the photovoltaic performances. Interestingly, conventional allPSCs fabricated from non-fluorinated acceptors exhibited superior performance compared to inverted
devices, while all-PSCs fabricated from fluorinated acceptor polymers showed opposite trends. All the
active layers were processed from CB solution and the optimized D:A ratio was 1:1 (w:w). The
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photovoltaic parameters of the optimized all-PSCs are summarized in Table 4.2, and the detailed
photovoltaic parameters, under different processing conditions, can be found in Paper I and Paper VI.
The variations of the Vocs of all-PSCs based on different acceptor polymers can be well-explained by
the changes of the LUMO levels of the acceptor polymers as discussed in the previous section (Figure
4.1). Both the F-N2200- and PNDI-FT10-based all-PSCs exhibited 0.09 V lower Voc, compared to the
corresponding non-fluorinated N2200- and PNDI-T10-based all-PSCs, respectively. Among the series
of non-fluorinated acceptor polymer-based all-PSCs, the PTB7-Th:PNDI-T10 blend attained the
highest PCE of 5.6% with a Jsc of 12.7 mA/cm2, and FF of 0.54. This enhanced PCE suggests that
inclusion of small amounts of T units in the polymer backbone affords a better counterpart for the PTB7Th donor. The same trend was also observed among fluorinated acceptor polymer-based all-PSCs,
where the PTB7-Th:PNDI-T10 blend accomplished the highest PCE of 6.3% with an increased Jsc of
14.4 mA/cm2, and FF of 0.60. After trying several film processing approaches, like thermal annealing
and use of additives, solvent annealing (SA) turned out to be the most effective method to improve the
performance of PNDI-T10- and PNDI-FT10-based all-PSCs, and led to superior PCEs above 7%.
During the SA process, the slow solvent evaporation rate provides both donor and acceptor polymers
with longer molecular rearrangement time, which renders a well-organized nanostructure and improved
FF of all-PSCs. On the other hand, despite the high PCEs achieved through the random acceptor
polymers PNDI-T10 and PNDI-FT10, it is necessary to be aware of the effects of molecular weights
and batch-to-batch variations on the performance of all-PSCs (Table 4.2).
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Table 4.2 Photovoltaic parameters of the optimized all-PSCs.
A

d
(nm)

Voc
(V)

Jsc
(mA/cm2)

FF

PCE
(%)

SCLC μh
(cm2 V−1 s−1)

SCLC μe
(cm2 V−1 s−1)

μh/μe

N2200a

90

0.81

9.4 (8.7)d

0.49

3.7

2.0×10−3

2.0×10−4

10

PNDI-T10ba
SAc

90

0.82

12.9 (12.1)

0.65

6.9

-

-

-

PNDI-T10aa

95

0.82

12.7 (12.4)

0.54

5.6

8.5×10−4

4.3×10−4

2

PNDI-T10aa SA

95

0.83

12.9 (12.5)

0.71

7.6 (7.4)e

1.0×10−3

6.0×10−4

1.7

PNDI-T20a

95

0.83

9.7 (9.2)

0.52

4.2

8.4×10−4

1.4×10−4

6

PNDI-T50a

95

0.83

5.8 (5.2)

0.48

2.3

8.2×10−4

9.5×10−5

9

F-N2200b

90

0.72

12.9 (12.3)

0.58

5.4

5.0×10−4

1.7×10−4

2.9

PNDI-FT10b

95

0.73

14.4 (14.2)

0.60

6.3

6.5×10−4

2.2×10−4

3.0

PNDI-FT10b SA

95

0.73

14.6 (14.4)

0.68

7.2 (6.9)

-

-

-

PNDI-FT20b

90

0.74

11.8 (11.8)

0.53

4.6

2.8×10−4

1.8×10−4

1.6

PNDI-FT50b

85

0.77

5.6 (5.6)

0.49

2.1

1.1×10−4

1.0×10−4

1.1

a

Conventional device structure. b Inverted device structure. c Solvent annealing. d Jph obtained by
integrating the EQE with the AM1.5G spectrum are given in the parentheses e The average PCE from
ten devices
The charge carrier mobilities of active layer blends were characterized through space charge limited
current (SCLC) method to investigate the charge transport in the all-PSCs. As summarized in Table
4.2, the PTB7-Th:PNDI-T10 blend showed more balanced μh/μe among the active layers consisting of
non-fluorinated acceptors. The slightly higher μe of PTB7-Th:PNDI-T10 compared to that of PTB7Th:N2200 is likely related to the much higher molecular weight of PNDI-T10, which often contributes
to the enhancement of the mobilities of conjugated polymers.[108] The balanced charge carrier mobilities
could reduce bimolecular recombination in the all-PSCs, and lead to higher Iph, which agrees well with
the higher Jsc of PNDI-T10-based all-PSC. In contrast, all active layers comprising fluorinated acceptors
showed relatively high and well-balanced charge carrier mobilities in the order of 10−4 cm2 V−1 s−1. This
indicates that mobility is not a limiting factor for photovoltaic performance in this system.
To gain a clear understanding of the exciton dissociation process, photoluminescence (PL) quenching
of the blend films was measured. The steady-state PL quenching efficiency (ΔPL) can be inferred using
the following equation:
𝑃𝐿𝑏𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑑
(4.1)
∆𝑃𝐿 = 1 −
𝑃𝐿𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑦𝑚𝑒𝑟
where PLblend and PLpolymer are the integral PL counts of the blends and neat polymer films, respectively.
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ΔPL reflects the efficiency of exciton dissociation at the D:A interface. Higher ΔPLD (ΔPL relative to
the donor PTB7-Th) and ΔPLA (ΔPL relative to the acceptor polymers) values indicate that more
efficient charge transfer occurred, due to optimal polymer miscibility in this blend. As depicted in
Figure 4.3, the PL emission from PTB7-Th was almost quenched completely in all four blends, inferring
that there was no large phase separation in each blend film. Compared to the rigid D-A copolymers
N2200 and F-N2200, however, the random copolymers PNDI-T10 and PNDI-FT10 (with 10% T units
in the polymer backbone) showed more efficient charge transfer. It is also worth noting that high ΔPLAs
of 87% and 95% were observed in the fluorinated blends PTB7-Th:F-N2200 and PTB7-Th:PNDI-FT10,
respectively, while the two non-fluorinated blends PTB7-Th:N2200 and PTB7-Th:PNDI-T10 presented
moderate ΔPLAs of 65% and 80%, respectively. Since similar morphology was revealed by fluorinated
and non-fluorinated acceptor-based active layers, the enhanced ΔPL can probably be attributed to the
reduced binding energy caused by the improved ɛr of fluorinated acceptor polymers (refer to Paper I
and Paper VI).
1.2
PTB7-Th
N2200
PTB7-Th:N2200 (1:1)
PNDI-T10
PTB7-Th:PNDI-T10 (1:1)

Relative PL (a.u.)

1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4

(b) 1.2

PTB7-Th
F-N2200
PTB7-Th:F-N2200 (1:1)
PNDI-FT10
PTB7-Th:PNDI-FT10 (1:1)

1.0
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(a)

0.8
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Figure 4.3 The proportional PL counts of the neat polymer and blend films.
The bimolecular recombination loss was quantified by measuring the EQE profiles with and without
the illumination of bias light. The ηBR was calculated according to equation (3.14), and is shown in
Figure 4.4. The PNDI-T10-based all-PSC showed a much lower ηBR of 0.04 compared to other nonfluorinated acceptor-based devices, implying negligible bimolecular recombination in this system. A
similar trend was also found among fluorinated acceptor-based all-PSCs.
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Figure 4.4 Average ηBR of the all-PSCs with different acceptor polymers.
In summary, compared to the rigid D-A copolymers N2200 and F-N2200, the random copolymers
PNDI-T10 and PNDI-FT10 turned out to be better counterparts for the PTB7-Th donor, and formed the
desired nanoscale blend morphology with reduced bimolecular recombination, which led to high PCEs
over 7%. Since the random copolymers PNDI-T10 and PNDI-FT10 showed similar optical and
electrochemical properties as the rigid D-A copolymers N2200 and F-N2200, the improved
performance of all-PSCs can be attributed to the modification of acceptor polymer crystallinity. As
hypothesized, the introduction of disorder on the acceptor polymer backbones turns out to be a facile
method to potentially benefit the photovoltaic performance.

4.3.2 The Complementary Absorption Approach to Increase the Jsc
Although the PTB7-Th:PNDI-T10 all-PSC achieved a high PCE of over 7% as discussed in Section
4.3.1, the absorption spectrum of the acceptor PNDI-T10 almost completely overlaped with that of the
donor PTB7-Th. Additionally, both PTB7-Th and PNDI-T10 presented weak absorption in the visible
region, indicating that the photons would not be fully utilized in this spectral range. Therefore, it is
desirable to utilize a high band gap donor polymer with strong absorption in the visible region, that is
complementary with the absorption of PNDI-T10, to further improve the Jsc. Also, since the PTB7Th:PNDI-T10 all-PSCs afforded significantly improved performance compared to PTB7-Th:N2200 allPSCs, it would be interesting to also compare PNDI-T10 with N2200, where the donor polymers present
complementary absorption spectra. Therefore, two high band gap polymers PBDTT-FTAZ and
PBDTTS-FTAZ, developed in our group, with good performance when blended with PC71BM, were
utilized as donors.[109] Three NDI-based polymers, PNDI-T, PNDI-T10 and N2200, exhibiting diverse
optical properties and energy levels, were used as acceptors. The results presented in this Section are
based on Paper III.
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Figure 4.5 (a) Absorption coefficient of the D:A (2:1, w:w) blends in films; (b) Simulated absorptance
of the PBDTTS-FTAZ:PNDI-T10 (2:1, w:w) blend in an inverted all-PSC (black line) and the divided
absorptance of PBDTTS-FTAZ (red line) and PNDI-T10 (blue line) in the active layer. (adapted from
Paper III)
The absorption coefficients of the D:A (2:1, w:w) blend films are depicted in Figure 4.5 a. The three
blends containing PBDTTS-FTAZ displayed slightly higher α than those based on PBDTT-FTAZ,
presumably because of the higher α of PBDTTS-FTAZ. Each of the PNDI-T10- and N2200-based blend
film presented one main absorption peak stemming from the donor polymers, where the small shoulder
at ca. 710 nm comes from the absorptions of the acceptor polymers. In contrast, only one absorption
peak was observed in each of the PNDI-T-based blends. Since the α of the acceptor polymers were
much lower than that of the donor polymers, one might assume that the contributions to light harvesting
by acceptor polymers were much lower. Therefore, a simple method to calculate the actual light
harvesting contribution of the two components in a blend film was developed. Taking PBDTTSFTAZ:PNDI-T10 blend as an example, as shown in Figure 4.5 b, the simulated absorptance of the active
layer was divided to that of the individual donor and acceptor polymers, as described by Equation (4.3)
and (4.4):
𝑓𝐷 𝑘𝐷 (𝜆)
(4.2)
𝐴𝐷 (𝜆) =
𝐴(𝜆)
𝑓𝐷 𝑘𝐷 (𝜆) + 𝑓𝐴 𝑘𝐴 (𝜆)
𝑓𝐴 𝑘𝐴 (𝜆)
(4.3)
𝐴𝐴 (𝜆) =
𝐴(𝜆)
𝑓𝐷 𝑘𝐷 (𝜆) + 𝑓𝐴 𝑘𝐴 (𝜆)
where fD and fA are the volume fractions of the donor and acceptor, which were calculated to be 62%
and 38%, respectively (refer to Paper III). A(λ), AD(λ) and AA(λ) are the simulated absorptance of the
active layer, neat donor and neat acceptor films, respectively.
The absorbed photon fluxes of the donor (ND) and acceptor (NA) in the active layer were then estimated
by integrating the individual absorptance over the AM 1.5G spectrum. It was revealed that there were
nearly equal light harvesting contributions by PBDTTS-FTAZ and PNDI-T10 relative to the D:A
composition, which can be easily understood by considering that the photon flux of the solar irradiance
at the absorption region of PNDI-T10 is higher than that of PBDTTS-FTAZ. This disclosed that, in a
D:A system with complementary absorption, the absorption contribution of the donor and acceptor was
not only correlated to their α, but also the absorption regions. Additionally, utilizing donor and acceptor
polymers with complementary absorption does have a potential to achieve higher performance all-PSCs.
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Figure 4.6 (a) J–V characteristics of the inverted all-PSCs. (b) The corresponding EQE profiles.
Table 4.3 Photovoltaic parameters of the all-PSCs in inverted structure.
D:A
PBDTT-FTAZ:
PNDI-T
PBDTT-FTAZ:
PNDI-T10
PBDTT-FTAZ:
N2200
PBDTTS-FTAZ:
PNDI-T
PBDTTS-FTAZ:
PNDI-T10
PBDTTS-FTAZ:
N2200
a

d
(nm)

Voc
(V)

Jsc
(mA/cm2)

FF

PCE
(%)

SCLC μh
(cm2 V−1 s−1)

SCLC μe
(cm2 V−1 s−1)

μh/μe

80

0.75

7.6 (7.5)a

0.55

3.1

2.4×10−5

9.4×10−6

2.6

96

0.77

11.6 (11.7)

0.57

5.0

5.8×10−5

3.2×10−5

1.8

90

0.77

10.1 (10.0)

0.56

4.3

7.9×10−5

1.6×10−5

4.9

86

0.89

9.0 (9.7)

0.55

4.4

4.2×10−5

6.8×10−6

6.2

90

0.89

12.3 (12.2)

0.63

6.9

7.8×10−5

2.7×10−5

2.9

92

0.89

9.8 (9.7)

0.57

5.0

8.9×10−5

1.1×10−5

8.1

Jph obtained by integrating the EQE with the AM1.5G spectrum

Both conventional and inverted device structures were employed to evaluate the all-PSCs. The
optimized ratio of D:A polymers was 2:1 (w:w), and the active layers were processed from CB solutions.
The parameters of the inverted all-PSCs are summarized in Table 4.3, and the corresponding J–V curves
and EQE spectra are depicted in Figure 4.6. The PBDTTS-FTAZ-based all-PSCs gave high Voc values
of ~0.90 V, i.e., ~0.18 V higher than those of the PBDTT-FTAZ-based all-PSCs, which was attributed
to the low-lying HOMO level of PBDTTS-FTAZ. This agrees well with the trend of Voc variations in
the PC71BM-based PSCs reported in a previous work.[109] Due to the comparable LUMO levels of three
NDI-based acceptors, similar Voc values were observed when the three acceptors were blended with the
same donor. The PNDI-T10-based and N2200-based all-PSCs present higher Jsc compared to those
based on PNDI-T, which indicates that more absorbed photons can be converted to photocurrent using
D:A systems with complementary absorptions. The EQE spectra of the absorption-complementary D:A
systems corroborate the photocurrent contributions both from the donors and acceptors (Figure 4.6 b).
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Further, slightly higher Jsc and FF were obtained by PNDI-T10-based all-PSCs in comparison with
N2200-based all-PSCs, which is in line with the phenomena discussed in 4.3.1.
Encouragingly, the PCEs of PBDTTS-FTAZ-based all-PSCs in the inverted structure showed long
lifetimes retaining 90% of the initial PCEs after 60 days in the glove box. In addition, the inverted
PBDTTS-FTAZ:PNDI-T10 all-PSCs could retain a high PCE of 6.0% after thermal annealing at 80 ℃
for 2 h. The results of stability studies highlight the promising future of all-PSCs, and the detailed
discussion can be found in Paper III.
Charge carrier mobilities were measured via the SCLC method to understand the charge transport
properties in the active layer. The μh and μe are summarized in Table 4.3. In general, all the blends
studied in this work exhibited well-balanced hole and electron mobilities with μh/μe less than 10. As
discussed in Section 4.3.1, balanced hole and electron mobilities can suppress bimolecular
recombination, and bimolecular recombination loss may, therefore, not be a limiting factor for
photovoltaic performance in this system. This is further supported by the quantified ηBR (~5%) (Paper
III). To gain better insight into the recombination mechanism, geminate and total recombination losses
were estimated from the Jsc, Jsat and Jtmax of the PBDTTS-FTAZ:PNDI-T10 all-PSCs. The Jtmax was
calculated to be 15.6 mA/cm2. The ηT and ηGR were calculated according to the equations (3.11) and
(3.12), respectively. As shown in Table 4.4, the geminate recombination loss was not negligible and
amounted to about 13%. The sum of bimolecular and geminate recombination losses (~18%) was in
reasonable agreement with the total recombination loss of ~21%, so geminate recombination was
dominant at short-circuit condition in this all-PSC.
Table 4.4 Summary of Jsc, Jsat and Jtmax and the related recombination losses
all-PSC

Jsc
(mA/cm2)

Jsat
(mA/cm2)

Jtmax
(mA/cm2)

ηGR

ηBR

ηT

PTB7-Th:PNDI-T10

12.3

13.5

15.6

13%

5%

21%

In summary, the importance of light harvesting contributions by donors and acceptors with
complementary absorption spectra was highlighted through a detailed comparison of all-PSCs using a
selection of donor and acceptor polymers. As hypothesized, the PBDTTS-FTAZ:PNDI-T10-based allPSC achieved highest PCE of 6.9%. The results revealed that the fine-tuned crystallinity of the acceptor,
matched D:A system with complementary absorption and desired energy levels, and device architecture
engineering can synergistically boost the performance of all-PSCs.

4.3.3 Energy Level Manipulation to Improve the Voc
One of the key advantages of all-PSCs is that the LUMO levels of the acceptor polymers can be
readily tuned to maximize Voc values compared to PC71BM-based PSCs.
All-PSCs based on the donor polymer PTB7-Th
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All-PSCs were fabricated from PTB7-Th as the donor, and N2200, F-N2200, PNDI-3T and PNDIF45T10 as the acceptor polymers and their photovoltaic properties were investigated. The results
presented herein are those extracted from Paper I, Paper VI and unpublished data. First, the Voc
variations of the all-PSCs containing NDI-based acceptor polymers were studied. As shown in Table
4.5, the Voc could be slightly tuned via tuning the LUMO levels of the acceptor polymers by choosing
different donor units within the acceptor polymers. However, the Voc was limited to around 0.8 V due
to the high-lying HOMO level of PTB7-Th. The relatively low Jsc and FF in PNDI-3T- and PNDIF45T10-based all-PSCs were presumably due to the undesired blend morphology as discussed in
Section 4.3.1. It is, therefore, essential to find rational combinations of donor and acceptor polymers,
so that both the Voc and other device parameters can be simultaneously improved.
Table 4.5 Photovoltaic parameters of the all-PSCs
A

d
(nm)

Voc
(V)

Jsc
(mA/cm2)

FF

PCE
(%)

N2200a

90

0.81

9.4(8.7)c

0.49

3.7

90

0.83

9.9(9.7)

0.46

3.8

92

0.78

12.4(11.6)

0.54

5.2

90

0.72

12.9 (12.3)

0.58

5.4

PNDI-3Ta
PNDI-F45T10
F-N2200b
a

b

b

c

Conventional device structure. Inverted device structure. Photocurrents obtained by integrating the
EQE with the AM1.5G spectrum are given in the parentheses
All-PSCs based on the donor polymer PBDTS-TPD
Recently, Kim et al. reported a PNDI-T-based all-PSC with a high Voc of 1.06 V and a PCE of 6.6%.[15]
Inspired by their work, a combination of the donor polymer PBDTS-TPD with a low-lying HOMO
level, and the acceptor polymer PNDI-T with a high-lying LUMO level were utilized as the active layer.
The donor polymer PBDT-TPD was also utilized for comparison. The results discussed herein are from
Paper V.
The all-PSCs were fabricated with conventional and inverted device structures. As both structures
afforded similar performance, the device parameters with conventional structures are listed in Table 4.6
for discussion. The optimized D:A ratio of the all-PSCs was found to be 1.3:1 (w:w), and the donor and
acceptor were dissolved in CF with 1% of DIO as additive. The detailed optimization of the
performances of the all-PSCs can be found in Paper V. As shown in Table 4.6, both all-PSCs based on
PBDT-TPD and PBDTS-TPD achieve high Voc of 1.10 V. The PBDTS-TPD-based all-PSC attained a
slightly higher PCE of 8.0%. Compared to the PBDT-TPD-based all-PSC, the slightly improved Jsc in
the PBDTS-TPD-based all-PSC might have partially stemmed from the broader absorption spectrum
and higher α of PBDTS-TPD (Paper V). Additionally, the mobilities of both active layers were quite
low (Table 4.6). The moderate FF around 0.6 might have partially been caused by the low mobilities of
the active layer blends.[110]
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Table 4.6 Photovoltaic parameters of the optimized all-PSCs in the conventional structure.
D

d
(nm)

Voc
(V)

PBDT-TPD

100

1.10 11.2 (10.8)a 0.59

PBDTS-TPD
a

100

1.10

Jsc
(mA/cm2)
11.6 (11.3)

FF

0.63

PCE
SCLC μh
SCLC μe
μh/μe
2
−1 −1
(%) (cm V s ) (cm2 V−1 s−1)
7.3

2.6×10−5

1.4×10−5

1.9

8.0

−5

−5

1.5

3.0×10

2.0×10

The photocurrent calculated by integrating the EQE spectra with AM 1.5G solar spectrum

In summary, a high-performance all-PSC with 8.0% PCE was achieved, which was mainly ascribed to
the high Voc of 1.10 V. The high Voc benefited from the low-lying HOMO level of the donor and uplying LUMO level of the acceptor, which is in congruence with our design motif. The second hypothesis
described in Section 1.3, i.e., “By utilizing proper matched donor and acceptor polymers, the absorption
spectra can be broadened or the open-circuit voltage can be modified, which can further improve the
performance of the resulting all-PSCs in the optimal morphology condition.” is proven to be valid. On
the other hand, it is important to note that while modulating the energy level of donor and acceptor
polymers, other important factors like absorption and blend morphology should also be considered to
synergistically improve the performance of all-PSCs.

4.3.4 Ternary Approach
Since the absorption of PTB7-Th:PNDI-T10 blend was very weak in the 400-600 nm, it was appropriate
to use a ternary approach by introducing PBDTTS-FTAZ as a second donor into the PTB7-Th:PNDIT10 blend to complement the absorption in the visible region. Thus, this ternary system was formed
using PTB7-Th as the primary donor (D1), PBDTTS-FTAZ as the second donor (D2), and PNDI-T10
as the acceptor (A). The ratio of PTB7-Th:PNDI-T10 was fixed to be 1:1, where the contents of
PBDTTS-FTAZ with respect to PTB7-Th were varied to optimize the D1:D2:A ratio. The results
discussed in this section are based on Paper IV.
The absorption coefficients, α, of the three neat polymer thin films are depicted in Figure 4.7 a. The
polymer D2 presented strong absorption in the visible region with a high α of 11×104 cm–1 at 600 nm,
which was well complementary with the absorptions of polymers D1 and A. As shown in Figure 4.7 b,
the LUMO levels of the three polymers provided a cascade alignment for electron transfer. The slightly
up-shifted HOMO level of D1 indicated that the majority of holes generated in the active layer might
finally be transported to the HOMO of D1 before extraction.
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Figure 4.7 (a) Absorption coefficients of the polymer thin films. (b) Energy level diagram of the
polymers. (Adapted from Paper IV)
The ternary all-PSCs were investigated with both conventional and inverted device structures. The
variations of the device parameters as a function of the contents of D2 (relative to the amount of D1)
are illustrated in Figure 4.8. Both the conventional and inverted devices presented the same trend, where
the Jsc, FF and PCE gradually increased as the content of D2 increased from 0 to 15%, and declined
while the content of D2 further increased from 15% to 30%. Thus, the 1:0.15:1 ternary all-PSC attained
the maximal PCE of 9.0%, with Voc of 0.84 V, with a clearly enhanced Jsc of 14.5 mA cm−2, and FF of
0.74. Notably, the PCE was improved by 18% as compared to the D1:A binary all-PSC (9.0% vs 7.6%),
which was mainly due to the 10% increase in Jsc. The nearly constant Voc was pinned to that of the D1:A
all-PSC, which was attributed to the mechanism that the majority of holes were transferred to the
HOMO level of D1 before extraction. A preliminary stability study was conducted, and undesired fast
decay in PCEs was observed for the devices stored at 20 ℃ in the glovebox.
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Figure 4.8 Variations in (a) Voc, (b) Jsc, (c) FF, and (d) PCEs of the binary and ternary all-PSCs as a
function of the contents of D2. (Adapted from Paper IV)
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The exciton dissociation process in 1:0.15:1 ternary system was investigated by steady-state PL
measurement. As shown in Figure 4.9 a, the D2:A and D1:A binary blends retained tiny PL peaks at
725 nm and 830 nm, respectively, whereas the PL of each polymer was completely quenched in the
1:0.15:1 ternary blend. This suggested that the inclusion of D2 promoted exciton dissociation in the
ternary blend as compared to the binary blends. Moreover, Figure 4.9 b clearly revealed the Förster
resonant energy transfer (FRET) from donor polymer D2 to donor polymer D1. While excited at 500
nm, the D2:D1 blend showed clearly higher PL intensity compared to the neat D1 film and the PL from
D2 component disappeared in the blend. However, it is worth noting that energy and charge transfer
processes are often intertwined and compete in the ternary blend, as reported in other ternary systems.[111]
Additionally, the ternary blends retain similar charge mobilities to those of the D1:A binary blends
(Paper IV). The relatively high (on the order of 10−4 cm2V−1s−1) and well-balanced charge mobilities in
the ternary system indicated that mobility was not a limiting factor in the ternary system.
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Figure 4.9 (a) Steady-state PL spectra of the neat polymers and ternary films excited at 500 nm. (b)
PL spectra of neat donor polymer D2, neat donor polymer D1 film and D2:D1 blend film. (Adapted
from Paper IV)
To estimate the recombination losses, we calculated the Jtmax of the conventional binary and ternary allPSCs. With the optimized active layer thickness around 95 nm, the conventional D1:A all-PSC showed
a Jtmax of 16.5 mA/cm2, while a higher Jtmax of 17.0 mA/cm2 was recorded from the conventional
D1:D2:A (1:0.15:1) ternary all-PSC, clearly suggesting the contribution of D2 to the enhanced Jph of
the ternary system. Furthermore, the J–V curves of the 1:0.15:1 ternary all-PSCs showed slow saturation
with a higher Jsat of 15.1 mA/cm2, as compared to 13.5 mA/cm2 for D1:A binary all-PSC, when the bias
voltage approached to –1.5 V, (Paper I and Paper IV). In principle, the inverted bias voltage could
sweep out all the free charges in the active layers to the electrodes. Thus, the ηGR in the conventional
1:0.15:1 all-PSC was calculated to be ≈12%. In contrast, the D1:A binary all-PSC featured a higher ηGR
of ≈19%. This revealed that the optimized ternary all-PSC could suppress the geminate recombination.
Moreover, as shown in Figure 4.10 a, the 1:0.15:1 ternary all-PSCs showed the lowest ηBR of only
1%−2%, implying that the bimolecular recombination in these all-PSCs was negligible. The
recombination study revealed that the optimized ternary all-PSC could reduce the geminate and
bimolecular recombination loss as compared to the D1:A binary all-PSC, which spontaneously
suppressed the overall recombination losses.
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As shown in Figure 4.10 b, both the absorptance and IQE profiles of the 1:0.15:1 ternary all-PSC were
clearly higher than those of the D1:A binary all-PSC throughout the whole absorption wavelength of
450−750 nm. Clearly, the inclusion of small amounts of D2 indeed led to the enhanced Jsc in this ternary
system. As discussed above, around 88% of the absorbed photons could be converted into free charges
in the 1:0.15:1 ternary all-PSCs, which agreed well with the average IQE of ≈85% in the 1:0.15:1
ternary all-PSC.
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Figure 4.10 (a) Average ηBR values of conventional all-PSCs. (b) IQE curves of the D1:A binary and
ternary all-PSCs. (Adapted from Paper IV)
In summary, through optimizing the weight loadings of polymer D2, the ternary all-PSCs attain
outstanding PCEs of 9.0% in both the conventional and inverted devices, achieving one of the highest
PCEs for ternary all-PSCs. The results provide constructive insights for developing high-performance
ternary all-PSCs by choosing proper donor and acceptor polymers to overcome limitations in absorption,
and by reducing recombination losses benefiting from good miscibility and efficient charge and energy
transfer mechanisms. Thus, this study properly validated the third hypothesis described in Section 1.3,
i.e., “Good miscibility with nano-scale phase separation can be achieved in ternary systems by choosing
suitable donor and acceptor polymers, combined with proper device engineering. As such, ternary
blends incorporating two donor polymers and one acceptor polymer with complementary absorption
can overcome the absorption limit and boost the PCE of all-PSCs.”
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5 Synthesis and Characterization of
Diketopyrrolopyrrole- and
Isoindigo-based Acceptor
Polymers for All-PSCs

5.1 Background and Motivation
As discussed in Chapter 4, the NDI-based polymers showed relatively low α and limited the Jph of the
all-PSCs. In addition, the normally quite low (ca -4.0 eV) LUMO levels of these acceptor polymers
were similar to that of PC71BM and limited the Voc of the all-PSCs. It was, therefore, essential to develop
new acceptor polymers with high-lying LUMO levels and high α to further boost the device
performances of the all-PSCs. Among various promising electron-deficient units, the strong electronwithdrawing diketopyrrolopyrrole (DPP) and isoindigo (IID) units stand out because of their
outstanding absorption properties and high mobility.[112] Although polymers containing DPP and IID
have already been successfully utilized as donor materials in PSCs, there are, to date, very few
successful examples of all-PSCs using DPP- or IID-based polymers as acceptors.[113]
In this chapter, a series of acceptor polymers based on DPP or IID are described. The acceptor polymer
structures were correlated to the performances of all-PSCs by the studying their absorption properties,
energy levels, charge transport, and their morphologies in particular.

5.2 Acceptor Polymers Synthesis and Characterization
The DPP- and IID-based acceptor polymers were synthesized by Stille and Suzuki coupling reactions
as depicted in Scheme 5.1. Detailed synthetic routes can be found in Appendix I. Since a few early
reports indicated that the pyridine-flanked diketopyrrolopyrrole (PyDPP) unit could lower HOMO
levels and provide wider band gaps for the resulting polymers compared to the commonly used
thiophene-flanked diketopyrrolopyrrole (TDPP) unit,[114] two new PyDPP-based polymers, PTDPPPyDPP and PIID-PyDPP, were synthesized by incorporating the PyDPP unit with the TDPP and IID
units, respectively. Moreover, two novel acceptor polymers, PPyDPP-FT and PIID-FT, were
synthesized to differentiate the properties of PyDPP and IID unit. Elongation of the alkyl side chains
was essential to increase the solubilities of the resulting polymers. The last two acceptor polymers,
PNDI-TDPP and PTNDI-TDPP, were synthesized to enhance light harvesting in the NIR region.

Chapter 5 Synthesis and Characterization of Diketopyrrolopyrrole- and Isoindigo-based Acceptor Polymers for All-PSCs

Scheme 5.1 Synthetic routes towards DPP- and IID-based acceptor polymers. (Different side chains
on DPP and IID units are marked in different colors to highlight the difference.)
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The number-average molecular weights, Mn, and PDs of the acceptor polymers are listed in Table 5.1.
The polymers PIID-PyDPP, PTDPP-PyDPP, PTDPP-NDI, and PTDPP-TNDI were readily soluble in
common organic solvents, such as CF, CB and oDCB at room temperature. Whereas the polymers
PPyDPP-FT and PIID-FT were only readily soluble in CB and oDCB at 70 ℃ due to their high
molecular weights.
Table 5.1 Molecular weights and optical properties of acceptor polymers

a

Polymer

Mn
(kDa)

PD

λmaxa
(nm)

Egopt
(eV)

PIID-PyDPP

23.1

2.9

792

1.43

PTDPP-PyDPP

20.2

2.5

667

1.69

PPyDPP-FT

97.5

4.5

675

1.72

PIID-FT

53.8

2.7

704

1.66

PTDPP-NDI

45.4

3.73

755

1.38

PTDPP-TNDI

21.1

2.1

766

1.17

The longest wavelength absorption maximum of the thin film.

Normalized Absorption (a.u.)

The normalized absorption spectra of acceptor polymer thin films are illustrated in Figure 5.1. Polymers
containing the TDPP unit displayed bathochromic shifts in comparison with the other polymers.
Additionally, PTNDI-TDPP showed a broader absorption spectrum compared to PNDI-TDPP and the
smallest Egopt of 1.17 eV among all the acceptor polymers. The absorption spectra of PPyDPP-FT and
PIID-FT were quite similar, whereas the λmax was slightly redshifted from 675 nm for PPyDPP-FT to
704 nm for PIID-FT.
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Figure 5.1 Normalized absorption spectra of the polymer thin films

5.3 Results and Discussion on All-PSCs
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5.3.1 All-PSCs based on acceptor polymers PIID-PyDPP and PTDPP-PyDPP
As already discussed in Section 4.3.3, one of the key advantages of all-PSCs is that the LUMO levels
of the acceptor polymers can be readily tuned to maximize the Voc compared to PC71BM-based PSCs.
In order to study the relationship between structure and all-PSC performance, two acceptor polymers,
viz, PTDPP-PyDPP and PIID-PyDPP were synthesized. This section will further emphasize the effect
of energy levels on the performance of the resulting all-PSCs. To investigate the performances of the
two acceptor polymers in all-PSCs, a medium band gap polymer PTB7-Th and a high band gap polymer
PBDTTS-FTAZ were selected as donor polymers. The results discussed in this Section are based on
Paper II.
The absorption coefficients, α, and energy levels of the donors and acceptors are illustrated in Figure
5.2 a and b, respectively. The α of N2200 and the energy levels of N2200 and PC71BM are also shown
for comparison. Compared to N2200 and other NDI-based acceptor polymers reported in the literature,
PIID-PyDPP showed a clearly higher α.[95,103,115] Moreover, the LUMO levels of the two acceptor
polymers were up-shifted compared to N2200 and PC71BM, thus a higher Voc could be expected from
the all-PSCs based on PIID-PyDPP and PTDPP-PyDPP. However, the HOMO level of PTDPP-PyDPP
was very close to those of the two donor polymers, suggesting that there might have been insufficient
driving force for charge separation in the PTB7-Th:PTDPP-PyDPP and PBDTTS-FTAZ:PTDPPPyDPP blends, explaining the poor photovoltaic performance encountered (Paper II). Thus, only allPSC performances based on the acceptor polymer PIID-PyDPP are discussed below.
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Figure 5.2 (a) Absorption coefficients of the polymers in thin films. (b) Energy level diagram of the
polymers and PC71BM. (Adapted from Paper II)
The all-PSCs were investigated in the inverted structure as it was known to afford better performance
compared to the conventional structure. The highest PCE for either donor was recorded with a donorrich D:A ratio of 2.5:1 (w:w) and an optimized film thickness of 85 nm. The parameters of the optimized
all-PSCs are summarized in Table 5.2. The PTB7-Th:PIID-PyDPP all-PSC showed a Voc of 1.02 V,
which was higher than the reported values for the PTB7-Th:PC71BM (~0.83 V) and PTB7-Th:N2200
(~0.82 V) PSCs.[103,116] This was consistent with the higher-lying LUMO level of PIID-PyDPP in
comparison with PC71BM and N2200. The PBDTTS-FTAZ:PIID-PyDPP all-PSC attained a higher Voc
of 1.07 V, which presumably originated from the high-lying LUMO level of PIID-PyDPP and the low-
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lying HOMO level of PBDTTS-FTAZ. Combined with a Jsc of 9.1 mA/cm2 and a moderate FF of 0.43,
an encouraging PCE of 4.2% was achieved, which is among the highest PCEs in all-PSCs fabricated
with DPP-based polymers as acceptors. As shown in Figure 5.3 b, the photoresponse of the EQE curves
were consistent with the absorption spectra of the blend films for both the PTB7-Th:PIID-PyDPP and
PBDTTS-FTAZ:PIID-PyDPP all-PSCs, which corroborated the photocurrent contribution from both
the donor and acceptor polymers. More encouragingly, more than 90% of initial PCE of the inverted
PBDTTS-FTAZ:PIID-PyDPP all-PSCs could be retained after two weeks in the glove box.
Table 5.2 Photovoltaic parameters of the optimized PTB7-Th:PIID-PyDPP and PBDTTSFTAZ:PIID-PyDPP all-PSCs
D:A

Voc
(V)

Jsc
(mA/cm2)

FF

PCE
(%)

SCLC μh
(cm2 V−1 s−1)

SCLC μe
(cm2 V−1 s−1)

μh/μe

PTB7-Th:PIID-PyDPP

1.02

5.9

0.39

2.3

2.4×10−4

4.4×10−5

5.5

PBDTTS-FTAZ:
PIID-PyDPP

1.07

9.1

0.43

4.2

7.1×10−5

3.7×10−5

1.9

Since the μh and μe were fairly balanced in both blends (Table 5.2), the relatively low FF was surmised
to be caused by non-ideal D:A morphology with the presence of large intermixed regions. In such case,
the Jph only slowly saturated under reverse bias as the enhanced electric field reduced the amount of
charge being lost by nongeminate recombination (Figure 5.3 a). In addition, the ηBR was quantified
according to equation (3.14) and the existence of bimolecular recombination was verified. On the other
hand, the PTB7-Th-based all-PSC presented a much higher ηBR around 18% in comparison with that of
the PBDTTD-FTAZ-based all-PSC (8%). This indicated that the bimolecular recombination was one
of the main loss mechanisms in the PTB7-Th:PIID-PyDPP all-PSC, which resulted in the reduction of
Jsc.
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Figure 5.3 (a) J−V curves of the optimized PTB7-Th:PIID-PyDPP (2.5:1, w:w) and PBDTTSFTAZ:PIID-PyDPP (2.5:1, w:w) all-PSCs. (b) The corresponding EQE profiles of the all-PSCs.
In summary, two novel acceptor polymers based on the PyDPP moiety, with up-shifted LUMO levels
compared to PC71BM, were utilized with the intention of achieving higher Voc. The acceptor polymer
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PIID-PyDPP, with lower lying HOMO and enhanced α compared to NDI-based polymers, is proved to
be a promising acceptor polymer in combination with PBDTTS-FTAZ as donor. An encouraging PCE
of 4.2%, featuring a high Voc of 1.07 eV was obtained, which was among the best all-PSC performances
with DPP-based polymers as acceptors.
This study demonstrated that the PyDPP unit can be a promising alternative to the widely used NDI
unit for the synthesis of new acceptor polymers for high-performance all-PSCs. However, as the
resulting PSCs suffered from the bimolecular recombination loss due to the suboptimal morphology
and relatively low charge mobilities, further structural optimization is necessary. Therefore, the fourth
hypothesis (Section 1.3) “Other electron-deficient units which have been successfully utilized in donor
polymers can be promising as building blocks for acceptors, featuring suitable LUMO levels and higher
absorption coefficients in comparison with NDI-based polymers.” is supported and the related research
question “Is there another promising acceptor building block other than NDI, which can further boost
the performance of all-PSCs?” is partly answered.

5.3.2 All-PSCs based on the acceptor polymers PPyDPP-FT and PIID-FT
Two acceptor polymers PPyDPP-FT and PIID-FT were utilized to further compare the properties of
PyDPP- and IID-based polymers. However, as discussed in the previous Section, the resulting all-PSCs
suffered from suboptimal morphology, which impacted the Jsc and FF particularly. Some preliminary
results are discussed below.
In all-PSCs fabricated from the acceptor polymers PIID-FT and PPyDPP-FT, the high bandgap polymer
PBDTT-FTAZ was utilized as the donor polymer due to its suitable LUMO and HOMO levels. The
energy levels of donor and acceptor polymers and PC71BM are shown in Figure 5.4. The LUMO levels
of the two acceptor polymers were up-shifted compared PC71BM, thus a higher Voc could be expected.
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Figure 5.4 Energy level diagram of the polymers and PC71BM.
The PIID-FT- and PPyDPP-FT-based all-PSCs were preliminarily evaluated in the inverted structure
following the same procedure as for the acceptor polymer PIID-PyDPP. The D:A ratio was 2.5:1 (w:w)
and the photovoltaic parameters under the optimal film thickness of 85 nm are summarized in Table
5.3. The higher Voc obtained in PPyDPP-FT-based all-PSC compared to that of PIID-FT-based device
was consistent with its higher LUMO level. However, poor FFs were observed in both devices, which
was similar to the PPyDPP-IID-based all-PSCs discussed in the previous Section. Consequently, the
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inferior performance was assumed to be caused by the suboptimal blend morphology. To verify this,
atomic force microscope (AFM) measurements were conducted. As shown in Figure 5.5, clear polymer
aggregation was observed in both blend films, which supported the assumption. Since the donor
polymer PBDTT-FTAZ did not show clear aggregation behavior in our previous study (Paper III), this
phenomenon could be attributed to the high regioregularities of the acceptor polymers.
Table 5.3 Preliminary photovoltaic parameters of PPyDPP-FT- and PIID-FT-based all-PSCs
A

Voc
(V)

Jsc
(mA/cm2)

FF

PCE
(%)

PPyDPP-FT

1.08

8.35

0.4

3.6

PIID-FT

0.99

2.42

0.45

1.1

(a)

(b)

RMS=2.3 nm
0

RMS=1.1 nm
0

14 nm

8.2 nm

Figure 5.5 AFM topography (5×5 μm2) images of the blend films.
In summary, the effect of morphology on the performance of all-PSCs using PPyDPP-FT and PIID-FT
as acceptor polymers was studied. The inferior performance of all-PSCs investigated here was
suggested to be mainly due to the aggregation of the acceptor polymer. Further optimization of device
processing parameters is necessary to improve the morphology. In addition, modifying the backbone of
the acceptor polymers to increase flexibility may result in reduced aggregation and improved
morphology.

5.3.3 All-PSCs based on the acceptor polymers PNDI-DPP and PTNDI-TDPP
Two novel acceptor polymers PNDI-TDPP and PTNDI-TDPP were utilized to harvest light in the NIR
region. As shown in Figure 5.6, the acceptor PNDI-TDPP featured quite low LUMO level and the
acceptor PTNDI-TDPP featured similar LUMO level compared to PC71BM. To investigate the all-PSC
performance of the two acceptor polymers in all-PSCs, a high bandgap polymer P3HT and a medium
bandgap polymer PTB7-Th were utilized as donors.
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Figure 5.6 Energy level diagram of the polymers and PC71BM.
Preliminary evaluation of the all-PSC performance was conducted following the same procedure
discussed in Chapter 4 for acceptor polymer PNDI-T10. The D:A ratio was fixed at 1:1 (w:w) and the
performance was optimized by varying the active layer film thickness. The photovoltaic parameters
with the optimal blend film thickness of around 80 nm are summarized in Table 5.4. The Vocs of PTNDITDPP-based all-PSCs were around 0.06 V higher compared to that of PNDI-TDPP, with respect to both
donor polymers. This is consistent with the LUMO level difference between the two acceptor polymers.
On the other hand, the relatively low Voc suggests that there is a large energy loss in the system. All
devices presented poor Jsc and FF, which could be attributed to suboptimal morphology (Figure 5.7).
Notwithstanding, more detailed studies on the charge generation and transport are required to support
these assumptions.
Table 5.4 Preliminary photovoltaic parameters of the all-PSCs in the conventional structure.
D:A

Voc
(V)

Jsc
(mA/cm2)

FF

PCE
(%)

PTB7-Th:PNDI-TDPP

0.65

1.5

0.37

0.37

PTB7-Th:PTNDI-TDPP

0.71

1.8

0.36

0.46

P3HT:PNDI-TDPP

0.31

0.18

0.48

0.03

P3HT:PTNDI-TDPP

0.38

0.2

0.46

0.04
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Figure 5.7 AFM topography (5×5 μm2) images of the blend films.
In summary, the effect of morphology on the performances of all-PSCs using PNDI-TDPP- and PTNDITDPP-based acceptor polymers were studied. The inferior performances of the all-PSCs is presumably
mainly due to the suboptimal morphology, and further studies to address the issues are necessary.
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6 Synthesis and Characterization of
Thiadiazoloquinoxaline-based
Acceptor Polymers for All-PSCs
and All-PPDs

6.1 Background and Motivation
Besides NDI and DPP units, the thiadiazoloquinoxaline (TDQ) unit also possesses an outstanding
electron-accepting ability due to the presence of electron-deficient thiadiazole and pyrazine rings.[27a,117]
It has become one of the most important building blocks for the construction of donor polymers for NIR
light harvesting and TDQ-based polymers with very low energy bandgap, Eg, have been developed
since the pioneering work by Yamashita et al.[27a,118] The excellent absorption properties in the NIR
region and the encouraging ambipolar mobilities also make it a promising building block for acceptor
polymers in all-PSCs and all-PPDs application.[117,119]
Thus, a series of acceptor polymers based on TDQ units were synthesized and preliminary studies were
made to investigate their performances in all-PSCs. The results discussed in this chapter are new and
have not yet been published.

6.2 Acceptor Polymers Synthesis and Characterization
All TDQ-based polymers were synthesized via Stille coupling polymerization and the synthetic routes
are shown in Scheme 6.1. Synthetic routes for the preparation of the monomers can be found in
Appendix II. Two popular donor units BDT and bithiophene were incorporated with the TDQ unit
separately. To compare the properties of the polymers with different side chain positions, bithiophene
with long side chains were also utilized as a donor unit. The lengths of the side chains on either the
TDQ unit or the bithiophene unit were modified to ensure better solubilities of the resulting polymers.
Moreover, higher planarity and stronger conjugation was expected in polymers P2 and P4 (Scheme 6.1),
due to the fusion of the phenanthrene moiety with the TDQ scaffold.
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Scheme 6.1 Synthetic routes towards TDQ-based acceptor polymers. (Different side chains are
marked in different colors to highlight the difference.)
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The molecular weights and optical properties of the TDQ-based polymers are shown in Table 6.1. The
particularly low Mn of polymer P4 was presumably due to the lack of solubility. All polymers, except
polymer P4, were readily soluble in common solvents like CF, CB and oDCB. Polymer P4 was soluble
in CB and oDCB at 70 ℃.
Table 6.1 Molecular weights and optical properties of TDQ-based acceptor polymers

a

Polymer

Mn
(kDa)

PD

λmaxa
(nm)

Egopt
(eV)

P1

19.7

1.3

1147

0.95

P2

33.9

2.2

1069

1.01

P3

23.4

1.8

1369

0.69

P4

6.7

1.5

1411

0.69

P5

31.1

1.7

846

1.20

The absorption maximum of the thin film.
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-4.19
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-4.20
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The absorption profiles of all polymers featured two main absorption bands (Figure 6.1 a). The first
band at shorter wavelength (400-600 nm) is attributed to the π-π* transition of the main chain, while
the second at longer wavelength (700-1800 nm) is due to the ICT interaction between the donor and
acceptor moieties in the polymer backbone.[118b] Owing to the long side chains on the thiophene units,
the strong steric repulsion between the donor and acceptor moieties in polymer P5, and to some extent
in polymers P1 and P2, explains the decrease in the ICT interaction and, thus, the much smaller λmax
values compared to polymers P3 and P4. The fusion of the phenanthrene moiety with the TDQ core
should effectively extend π-conjugation and cause a red-shifted absorption.[120] This is in agreement
with the absorption spectrum of polymer P4 compared to that of P3. However, the opposite was
observed in polymers P1 and P2, where the fusion of the phenanthrene unit led to a larger torsional
strain between the TDQ and BDT units, due to the long alkyl chains on the benzene rings.

-6.05
-6.44

Figure 6.1 (a) Normalized absorption spectra of the TDQ-based polymer thin films. (b) Energy level
diagram of the polymers and PC71BM.
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The energy levels of all TDQ-based polymers are depicted in Figure 6.1 b, and the energy level of
PC71BM is also shown for comparison. All polymers presented similar LUMO levels at around -4.16
eV, which stemmed from the dominant contribution of the electron-withdrawing TDQ units. Polymer
P5 showed much larger Eg compared to polymers P3 and P4, due to the large steric hindrance as
explained above. The energy levels correlated well with their absorption profiles. Moreover, as
explained above for the absorption, the Eg dropped while changing the donor moiety from BDT to
bithiophene.

6.3 Preliminary Evaluation in All-PSCs
Since all acceptor polymers present quite high-lying HOMO levels, there are few suitable donor
polymers in terms of matching energy levels. Therefore, to investigate the performances of the acceptor
polymers in all-PSCs, the well-known high bandgap polymer P3HT, with a high-lying HOMO level,
was utilized as the donor polymer.[5]
Polymers P1 and P5 with relatively low-lying HOMO levels were chosen as representative acceptors to
be preliminarily evaluated in the conventional all-PSC device structure. The photovoltaic parameters of
P3HT:P1 and P3HT:P5 all-PSCs are summarized in Table 6.2. Both the Voc and Jsc values for P1- and
P5-based all-PSCs were very low, resulting in low PCEs. The low PCEs can be explained by the
absorption behaviors of the acceptor polymers and the blend morphologies. Even though both acceptor
polymers P1 and P5 presented strong absorption bands in the NIR region, the exciton generated by
harvesting low energy photons could not be effectively dissociated into free charges.[121] This is
explained by the energy gap law, which states that the non-radiative decay rate increases exponentially
as the energy gap decreases.[122] In addition, as shown in Figure 6.2, the strong polymer aggregation and
large phase separation further sabotaged the exciton dissociation process and resulted in inferior Jsc and
PCE. Therefore, further optimization in both device processing parameters and acceptor polymer
structures are required to optimize the blend morphologies.
Table 6.2 Preliminary photovoltaic parameters of the all-PSCs in the conventional structure.
D:A (w:w)

Voc
(V)

Jsc
(mA/cm2)

FF

PCE
(%)

P3HT:P1 (1:1)

0.41

0.3

46

0.06

P3HT:P5 (1:1)

0.63

0.4

58

0.15
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(b)

(a)

RMS=8.2nm

RMS=7.9nm
0

41 nm

0

23 nm

Figure 6.2 AFM topography (5×5 μm2) images of the blend films.
In summary, a series of TDQ-based acceptor polymers were synthesized and investigated to elucidate
the structure-property relationship. The acceptor polymers showed strong absorption in the NIR region
and can be promising candidates in all-PSC and all-PPD applications. However, preliminary all-PSC
studies using P3HT as the donor polymer showed poor PCE and suboptimal morphologies with large
phase separation. Investigation into further structural modifications of these polymers, and additional
device engineering is required for increased performance in the all-PSCs. Moreover, other donor
polymers featuring high-lying LUMO levels and proper crystallinity should be considered to modify
the morphology.
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7 Characterization of Naphthalene
Diimide-based Acceptor Polymers
for All-PPDs

7.1 Background and Motivation
The performances of all-PPDs still lag largely behind fullerene-based PPDs and there are only a few
reports on all-PPDs with decent responsivity (R) and low dark current density (Jd) simultaneously while
operating at reverse bias.[50b] Moreover, Table 3.2 clearly shows that the main limitation in the
performance of all-PPDs is the poor R (only about 0.12 A/W). Since the combination of PTB7Th:PNDI-T10 and PTB7-Th:PNDI-FT10 afforded efficient all-PSCs in our previous study, as discussed
in Section 4.3.1, it was interesting to further explore their potential application in all-PPDs. Thus, the
PTB7-Th:PNDI-T10 and PTB7-Th:PNDI-FT10 all-PPDs were fabricated and their properties were
studies in comparison with those of PTB7-Th:PC71BM all-PPD. The results discussed in this Section
are based on Paper VII.

7.2 Reduction of Dark Current
Since electron injection takes place from the anode to the LUMO of the acceptor material operating at
inverted bias voltage in the dark (Figure 3.2 b), less content of acceptors may facilitate reducing the
dark current in the case that the formation of acceptor-rich domain in the active layer is adjacent to the
anode of the device.[123] Therefore, the PTB7-Th:PNDI-FT10 all-PPD was taken as an example to
evaluate the dependence of dark current on the D:A ratio.
All-PPDs were investigated in the inverted structure and 3% DIO was used as additive. The detailed
device optimization can be found in Paper VII. To make sure PPD devices sustained reverse bias voltage,
all measurements were conducted under reverse biases up to -5 V. The all-PPD performance parameters
are illustrated in Figure 7.1. Clearly, the Jd under -5 V bias decreased dramatically from 3.73×10-4 to
4.86×10-5 mA/cm2 while the content of PNDI-FT10 in the active layer decreased from 50% to 20%
(D:A ratio from 1:1 to 4:1). Then the Jd continued to slightly decrease to 4.07×10-5 mA/cm2 while the
content of PNDI-FT10 dropped to 11% (D:A ratio 8.5:1). It was also demonstrated that lowering
acceptor content in the active layers was a facile way to reduce Jd. The EQEmax and Rmax could be kept
steady at above 67% and 0.37 A/W, respectively, while the content of PNDI-FT10 was varied from 50%
to 13%. Thus the highest D*max of 3.2×1012 Jones was achieved at D:A ratio of 6.5:1 under the combined
effect of Jd and R.
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Figure 7.1 Variations in Jd, EQEmax, Rmax and D*max operating at -5 V bias of PTB7-Th:PNDI-FT10 allPPDs as a function of D:A (w:w) ratio. (Reproduced from Paper VII)

7.3 Comparison Between All-Polymer- and Fullerene-based Photodetectors
To evaluate the effects of different acceptor materials on the performances of PPDs, PTB7-Th was
utilized as the donor polymer for all devices, in combination with either PC71BM, PNDI-T10 or PNDIFT10 as acceptor. The D:A (w:w) ratio for all devices was fixed at 4:1 and all the materials were
dissolved in CB with 3% DIO as additive.
The optimal characteristic parameters are summarized in Table 7.1. The corresponding spectra and
detailed device optimization can be found in Paper VII. Limited by the solubility of PC71BM, the film
thickness of PTB7-Th:PC71BM blends could not be increased further than 360 nm while sustaining a
homogenous film. The PC71BM-based PPD showed the lowest Jd of 3.67×10-5 mA/cm2 under -5 V bias.
In comparison, PNDI-FT10- and PNDI-T10-based all-PPDs exhibited slightly higher Jd values of
4.86×10-5 mA/cm2 and 4.09×10-5 mA/cm2, respectively. While the Jds of all studied PPDs were in the
order of 10-5 mA/cm2, all-PPDs based on PTB7-Th:PNDI-FT10 blend exhibited the highest R of 0.37
A/W among all devices. Thus, all devices showed similar D* in the order of 1012 Jones. The higher Jd
values in the all-PPDs can be explained by the percolation of electrons via the larger PNDI-FT10 and
PNDI-T10 crystallites present. This was supported by coarser surfaces, as observed in AFM
measurements, due to the larger polymer aggregates (Paper VII).
Table 7.1 Characteristics of PPDs based on PTB7-Th:PNDI-FT10 (4:1, w:w), PTB7-Th:PNDI-T10
(4:1, w:w) and PTB7-Th:PC71BM (4:1, w:w) operating at bias -5 V

a
b

a

b

Acceptor

d
(nm)

Jd
(mA/cm2)

Jph
(mA/cm2)

JphEQE
(mA/cm2)

Rmax
(A/W)

D* @730 nm
(Jones)

Jsimulated
(mA/cm2)

PNDI-FT10

440

4.86×10-5

16.53

16.74

0.37

3.0×1012

22.83

PNDI-T10

240

4.09×10

-5

12.17

12.24

0.30

2.6×10

12

22.00

PC71BM

320

3.67×10-5

12.01

12.12

0.31

3.4×1012

22.24

Photocurrent density calculated by integrating the EQE spectra
Calculated Jph from simulated absorptance of the active layer at the corresponding film thickness

The ideality factor under illumination, ni, was calculated to illustrate the origin of the Jd and gain insight
into the recombination mechanism in PPDs. As shown in Figure 7.2, the PTB7-Th:PC71BM PPD
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showed the minimal ni of 1.11, while the ni of PTB7-Th:PNDI-T10 and PTB7-Th:PNDI-FT10 all-PPDs
were around 1.19 and 1.25, respectively. The higher ni manifested that there were more trap assisted
recombinations in the all-PPD system. It also indicated that the traps could be intrinsically contained in
the acceptor polymers, leading to lowered Voc and Jd in the all-PPDs compared to PC71BM-based PPD.
Furthermore, no significant change of Jph under reverse bias voltage was observed over 20 days in the
glove box. Despite the fact that highly-stable PPDs were reported with different active layers,[9c,124] the
Jd in this work was observed to be less stable than Jph as a function of shelf time (Paper VII).
Encouragingly, the Jd under high reverse bias voltage tended to be more stable in all-PPDs compared
to PC71BM-based PPDs, which could be ascribed to the formation of large PC71BM aggregates in the
active layer over time.[125]
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Figure 7.2 Measured Voc of PPDs as a function of I (squares). The solid lines represent the best fits to
the data for a logarithmic dependence of Voc on I with a slope of S. (Reproduced from Paper VII)
Transient photocurrent (TPC) measurements were conducted to provide better analysis of the charge
extraction properties in the PPDs.[126] As shown in Figure 7.3, the extracted photocurrents from PTB7Th:PNDI-FT10 all-PPDs were much higher than those extracted from the other two devices, which
were consistent with the higher Jph observed in PTB7-Th:PNDI-FT10 all-PPDs. On the other hand, the
all-PPDs exhibited longer decay times and higher persistent photocurrent tails after an initial fast decay,
compared to the PC71BM-based PPDs, which were attributed to increased trap-assisted recombination
or lowered conductivity.[127] Since the differences between the dielectric constants of the polymers (ɛr)
in all blends were too small to exert measurable influences on the PPD performances (Paper VII), the
longer decay times observed for all-PPDs were explained by the slower detrapping process after turnoff, which correlated well with the predictions from Voc-I measurements.
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Figure 7.3 Transient photocurrent decay of PPDs. (Reproduced from Paper VII)
In summary, the representative acceptor polymers, PNDI-T10 and PNDI-FT10, which produced highperformance all-PSCs were utilized in all-PPDs and the effects of different acceptor structures on the
device performances were systematically characterized. A high-performance all-PPD exhibiting Jd of
4.09 × 10-5 mA/cm2, Rmax of 0.37 A/W, and D* of 3.2 × 1012 Jones operating at a reverse bias of -5 V
was demonstrated, which was among the best all-PPD performances reported to date and comparable
with fullerene-based PPDs. As such, the fifth hypothesis (Section 1.3) that “Decreasing the content of
acceptor polymer can be an effective way to reduce the dark current under the desired morphology
condition without sacrificing the photoresponsivity.” is supported. The final research question “Is it
possible to reduce the dark current of all-PPDs using NDI-based acceptor polymers while maintaining
the high EQE achieved in all-PSCs?” is answered.
Furthermore, the trap-assisted recombination due to acceptor polymer aggregate was disclosed to be the
main origin of higher Jd in all-PPDs compared to fullerene-based PPDs, which is also instructive to
PSCs application since the same active layer materials are used.
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8 Summary and Outlook

The past four years have witnessed rapid progress in all-PSCs and all-PPDs, boosted by novel methods
of synthesizing donor and acceptor polymers, and device engineering. However, there are still three
main primary challenges hindering their commercial application.
First, the overall performance of all-PSCs and all-PPDs are still lower than any of their commercially
available inorganic competitors. The thesis first focused on approaches towards improving the
performances of all-PSCs using NDI-based acceptor polymers, specifically by modifying the molecular
structures of acceptor polymers, and rationally choosing a suitable donor and acceptor combination.
Compared to the rigid acceptor polymers N2200 and F-N2200, the random copolymers PNDI-T10 and
PNDI-FT10 with 10% thiophene, T, units in the polymer backbone, afford better counterparts for the
PTB7-Th donor and formed the desired nanoscale blend morphology with reduced bimolecular
recombination, which led to high PCEs over 7%. The introduction of disorder on the acceptor polymer
backbones turned out to be a facile method to potentially benefit the photovoltaic performance. As such,
the first hypothesis (Section 1.3) regarding crystallinity control was verified.
The second hypothesis (Section 1.3) on utilizing properly matched donor and acceptor polymers to
broaden the absorption spectra and to modify the open-circuit voltage to further improve the
performance of the all-PSCs in the optimal morphology condition, is clearly supported as the
complementary absorptions and desired blend morphologies in PBDTTS-FTAZ:PNDI-T10 all-PSCs
led to the highest PCE of 6.9%. The importance of the contributions of the donor and acceptor polymers
with complementary absorption spectra in light harvesting was highlighted. To further support the
hypothesis, PBDTS-TPD:PNDI-T all-PSCs achieved high PCE of 8.0% due to the high Voc of 1.10 V,
resulting from the low-lying HOMO level of the donor and up-lying LUMO of the acceptor. This also
demonstrated the advantages of all-PSCs in tuning the Voc compared to PC71BM-based PSCs, as rational
design of the structures of donor and acceptor polymers is possible.
In line with the third hypothesis (Section 1.3) regarding the ternary approach, broadened absorption
spectra, efficient charge and energy transfer, and optimized blend morphology with reduced charge
recombination could be achieved by including a second donor (PBDTTS-FTAZ) to the binary blend.
The ternary all-PSCs based on PTB7-Th:PBDTTS-FTAZ:PNDI-T10 attained 9.0% PCE, which is one
of the highest PCEs recorded for ternary all-PSCs.
As summarized here, the results described in Chapter 4 verified the approaches proposed to further
improve the performances of all-PSCs using NDI-based acceptor polymers.
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Broadening the scope of the investigated acceptor polymers, the performances of all-PSCs utilizing
acceptor polymers based on other electron-deficient units as building blocks were studied. The
advantages of these polymers were that their LUMO levels were higher-lying and their absorption
coefficients, α, were higher than the NDI-based polymers. The acceptor polymer PIID-PyDPP was
proved to be a promising acceptor polymer in combination with PBDTTS-FTAZ as a donor. An
encouraging PCE of 4.2%, and a high Voc of 1.07 eV were obtained in PBDTTS-FTAZ:PIID-PyDPP
all-PSCs, which is among the best all-PSCs fabricated with DPP-based polymers as acceptors. The
PyDPP unit can also be a promising alternative building block to the widely used NDI unit for highperformance and stable all-PSCs. However, all-PSCs containing PyDPP suffered from bimolecular
recombination loss due to suboptimal morphologies and relatively low charge mobilities. Thus, further
structural optimization of PyDPP-based acceptor polymers is necessary to circumvent these drawbacks.
As such, the fourth hypothesis, “Other electron-deficient units which have been successfully utilized in
donor polymers can be promising as building blocks for acceptors, featuring suitable LUMO levels and
higher absorption coefficients in comparison with NDI-based polymers.” is validated. The second
research question, “Is there any other promising acceptor building block except NDI, which can further
boost the performance of all-PSCs?” is partly answered.
Furthermore, PTB7-Th:PNDI-FT10 all-PPD exhibited low Jd of 4.09 × 10-5 mA/cm2 and high Rmax of
0.37 A/W while simultaneously operating at -5 V bias. These characteristics are among the best reported
for all-PPDs to date and are comparable to those of fullerene-based PPDs. The photophysical properties
of PPDs were investigated and trap-assisted recombination due to acceptor polymer aggregate was
disclosed to be the main origin of higher Jd in the all-PPDs compared to fullerene-based PPDs, and
parallels were drawn to PSC applications. Thus, the fifth hypothesis (Section 1.3) “Decreasing the
content of acceptor polymer can be an effective way to reduce the dark current under the desired
morphology condition without sacrificing the photoresponsivity.” is validated. The final research
question “Is it possible to reduce the dark current of all-PPDs using NDI-based acceptor polymers
while maintaining the high EQE achieved in all-PSCs?” is answered.
Based on the concerted efforts of the scientific community and the results presented in this thesis, we
are now moving closer to understanding the correlation between polymer structure, blend morphology,
and device performance. Nevertheless, the results achieved in the course of this work also opened
several questions that motivate future studies. First, the inferior performances of the all-PSCs based on
the acceptor polymers PyDPP, IID and TDQ units were presumed to be mainly due to suboptimal
morphology. It is, thus, essential to gain a better control of intermixing between donor and acceptor
polymers, and understand the interplay between all the dynamic processes in the devices to produce a
high-performing all-PSCs. Especially, since the TDQ-based acceptor polymers showed strong
absorption in the NIR region, investigation into further structural modifications of these polymers may
exert significant impact on increased all-PSCs and all-PPDs applications.
Secondly, in addition to efficiency limitation, device stability is another primary challenge for all-PSCs,
hindering their commercial application. In this thesis, preliminary studies were conducted on device
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stability issues, which unraveled undesired fast decays in PCEs and increase in Jd in the efficient allPSCs and all-PPDs, including PTB7-Th:PNDI-T10, PTB7-Th:PNDI-FT10, and PBDTS-TPD:PNDI-T
systems. So far, the device stabilities of all-PSCs have not been widely investigated. In order to achieve
highly-stable all-PSCs for future industrial manufacturing, an in-depth investigation of the device
degradation mechanisms with oxygen, water, irradiation, heating and mechanical stress is required.
Finally, considerable batch-to-batch variations were observed in the synthesis of polymers and in device
fabrication, which led to variable photovoltaic parameters. The lack of reproducibility is a huge
challenge for all-PSCs and all-PPDs to overcome before commercialization. Applying continuous flow
chemistry as a viable method for intermediate-scale product synthesis has been reported.[128] It is
encouraging to note that up to 5% PCE has been achieved by roll-to-roll printed large-area all-PSCs.[129]
However, the above and other more technical issues pertaining to the performances of all-PSCs and allPPDs have to be addressed by the scientific community before such devices become commercially
viable.
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9 Methods

9.1 All-PSCs and All-PPDs Fabrication
Conventional all-PSCs and all-PPDs were fabricated using the configuration of indium tin oxide
(ITO)/PEDOT:PSS (40 nm)/active layer/LiF (1 nm)/Al (100 nm). As a buffer layer, PEDOT:PSS
(Baytron P VP Al 4083) was spin-coated onto the ITO at a spin-coating rate of 3000 rpm for 60 s,
followed by annealing at 150 °C for 10 mins. The thickness of the PEDOT:PSS layer was around 40
nm, as determined by a Dektak 6 M surface profilometer. Different weight ratios of the donor and
acceptor polymers were mixed together and then dissolved in CB at 70 °C-80 °C overnight (depending
on the solubility of the polymers) or in CF at 30 °C for 5 h. The active layer was spin-coated from warm
CB or CF solution onto the PEDOT:PSS layer in a glove box. LiF (1 nm) and Al (100 nm) were
sequentially deposited onto the active layers through a shadow mask which defined the active cell area
of 0.09 cm2 or 0.16 cm2 under a pressure of 10-6 kPa.
Inverted all-PSCs and all-PPDs were fabricated using an ITO/ ZnO (40 nm)/ Active layer/ MoO3 (10
nm)/ Ag (100 nm) structure. Sol-gel ZnO (thickness of around 40 nm, determined by a Dektak 6 M
surface profilometer) was spin-coated onto the ITO-coated glass substrate at a spinning rate of 4000
rpm for 60 s, followed by annealing at 150 °C for 5 mins. The active layer was then spin-coated on top
of the ZnO layer in the glove box. After spin-coating, the films were directly transferred to a vapor
deposition system inside of the glove box. MoO3 (10 nm) and Ag (100 nm) were deposited via a mask
under 10-6 kPa vacuum onto the active layer. The active area of the device was 0.09 cm2 or 0.16 cm2,
which was defined by the overlap of the ITO and electrodes and was measured carefully using a
microscope.
Sol-gel method: Zinc acetate dihydrate (109.7 mg) was mixed with 2-methoxy ethanol (1 mL) and
ethanol amine (30.2 μL). The mixture was then stirred at room temperature for 1 h and put into use
immediately.
For solvent annealing treatment of the active layer, the mixed polymer solution was spin-coated from
warm CB solution onto the PEDOT:PSS layer or ZnO layer for around 15 sec. Then the wet film was
transferred into a petri dish inside the glove box with a few drops of CB solvent till the film dried. The
amount of CB could be varied to control the solvent annealing time.
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9.2 EQE Measurements
EQE measurements were performed in a home-built setup. All devices were kept in a nitrogen-filled
box with a quartz window, and illuminated through a circular aperture with 2 mm diameter. The white
light of a 50 W tungsten halogen lamp was modulated with a mechanical chopper and passed through
a monochromator. For the EQE under bias light, a 530 nm high power LED was used to illuminate the
solar cell simultaneously under the mechanically modulated monochromatic light. For both unbiased
and bias EQE measurements, the differential photocurrent density was picked up by a lock-in amplifier.
The current was recorded as the voltage over a 50 Ω resistance, and was converted to EQE profile by
comparing the data with a calibrated silicon reference cell. The JscEQE was determined by integrating the
EQE spectrum with the AM1.5G solar spectrum.

9.3 SCLC Mobility Measurements
The charge carrier drift mobility measured by the SCLC method was based on the analysis of JV
characteristics in the dark.[130] At low applied voltage, the JV characteristics were generally linear,
showing Ohmic behavior. While at high applied voltage, the JV characteristics became space-chargelimited, due to the injection of charge carriers from one electrode. When the contact between the
electrode and the active layer was Ohmic and the current was transport-limited instead of injectionlimited, the space-charge-limited photocurrent density was described by the Mott-Gurney equation:[131]
𝑉2
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𝐽 = 8 𝜀0 𝜀𝑟 𝜇 𝑑3

(9.1)

where the εr was assumed to be 3.
For blend devices, the presence of Ohmic contacts at both interfaces could lead to a SCLC, which was
from a combination of both electrons and holes. To measure the SCLC of only one type of charge carrier,
the other one was suppressed by a large injection barrier, resulting in an electron or hole only device.
In this thesis, the μh was measured in a device composed of ITO (170 nm)/PEDOT:PSS (40 nm)/active
layer/MoO3 (10 nm)/Ag(100 nm). The blend films were spin-coated on ITO substrates covered with 40
nm PEDOT:PSS. Then MoO3 (10 nm) and Ag (100 nm) were vacuum-deposited on the active layer as
the cathode. The μe is measured in a device composed of ITO (170 nm)/ZnO (40 nm)/active layer/LiF(1
nm)/Al (100 nm). The blend films are spin-coated on ITO substrates covered with a layer of ZnO (40
nm). Then 1 nm LiF and 100 nm Al are vacuum-deposited on the active layers as the cathode. The
mobility µ was determined by fitting the J1/2V curve to the model of a single carrier SCLC.

9.4 Photon Absorptance Simulation
The refractive index (n), extinction coefficient (k) and thicknesses of the glass substrate, active layer,
interlayers and electrodes were included as input to simulate the actual absorption distribution of the
all-PSC. The absorbed photon flux was calculated using a simulation of the optical absorption and
reflection within a full stack of layers by transfer matrix formalism (TMF).[132] The wavelengthdependent n and k values of the active layer were calculated from the transmittance and reflection. The
72
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n value was calculated using the python script which was provided by Dr. Harm van Eersel. The total
absorption of the active layer was simulated based on Glass (100 nm)/SiO2 (20 nm)/ITO (170
nm)/PEDOT:PSS (40 nm)/active layer (optimized film thickness in the device)/Al (100 nm) for
conventional device structure and Glass (100 nm)/SiO2 (20 nm)/ITO (170 nm)/ZnO (40 nm)/active layer
(optimized film thickness in the device)/MoO3 (10 nm)/Ag (100 nm) for inverted device structure. The
thicknesses of the active layer, charge transport layer and electrodes were the same as those in PSCs
and PPDs.
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Appendix I
Detailed synthetic routes of polymers discribed in Chapter 5:

Appendix II
Synthetic routes for the monomers described in Chapter 6:
Compound 6-4 was synthesized by Timothy Steckler, Chalmers. Compounds 6-5 and 6-6 were
synthesized by Desta Antenehe Gedefaw, Chalmers.
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